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The MSZ-LN Inverter Heat Pump
wall mounted system

A blend of energy efﬁciency and sophisticated design
The MSZ-LN range is a wall mounted system that blends energy efﬁciency with a sophisticated
streamlined design. Finished with a range of deep, rich colours and a premium quality feel, this
range utilises low GWP R32 refrigerant.

Email: sales.info@meir.mee.com Tel: +353-1-419 8800
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T

he shortage of graduating
building services engineers
is causing severe problems for
the sector, while the situation
is set to get worse in the future
as the number of school leavers
currently opting to study the
subject is now but a trickle.
Traditionally, such a shortage
would have impacted solely
on the design sector but,
with more and more product
suppliers now providing
engineering-led sales and
advice, they too are suffering.
An all-party initiative has
been developed to tackle
the problem. It includes
both the professional bodies
representing building services
engineering and the colleges
delivering the relevant courses.
However, it also requires the
involvement and support of
manufacturers.
The situation is now critical
… don’t leave it to others
as the consequences have
implications for all.
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T Bourke acquires HTS
T Bourke, one of Ireland’s leading mechanical and electrical contractors, has acquired
Hospital Technical System (HTS), a leader in the supply, installation and maintenance of
medical and process gases.
Established in 1968,
T Bourke has a reputation for
high-quality installations with
experience across all industry
sectors, from residential and
commercial through to process
and pharma. The acquisition of
HTS, which was established in
1990, will allow the company
strengthen and extend its
service offering to new and
existing clients.
David Doherty, Director with Patrick O’Reilly, Director,
David Bourke, Managing Director, Michael Flannery,
HTS Chairman, Michael
Chairman and Niall Bourke, Director.
Flannery commented: “We
are delighted to be part of the T Bourke Group and look forward to continuing to serve
our clients with a ﬁrst-class services offering. T Bourke is the perfect ﬁt for us as both
companies have a similar customer-focused approach and there are key operational and
management synergies we can beneﬁt from.
“I am conﬁdent that under the T Bourke umbrella HTS will continue to grow and serve
the medical and process gases industry throughout Ireland.”

John Kane to
lead ETS Ireland
expansion
John Kane was recently appointed
Business Unit Director (Ireland) at
Energy & Technical Services Ireland
(ETS Ireland). John was previously
Head of Energy Engineering at
Dalkia/Veolia, the multi-national
environmental and energy
management organisation.
John has extensive experience in
supply side (including LTHW/steam
boilers, chillers, CHP engines and gas
turbines, compressed air), and demand
side (including BMS controls, lighting,
insulation, M&V systems) projects,
and has managed a number of
multi-million euro energy
engineering installations.

Paul Martin elected CIBSE Ireland Chairman
The annual general meeting of CIBSE Ireland was held recently in the Sandymount
Hotel in Dublin. Outgoing Chairman Brian West reported on the successful year and
summarised events held throughout the latter
end of 2016 and the ﬁrst quarter of 2017.
These included 24 CPD events at various
locations throughout the country, along with
the Irish Lighter Awards, the membership
brieﬁng, WIT and DIT student awards, the
School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
student awards, the SDAR Awards, the Pat
Benson lecture and the Annual Christmas
Lunch.
New Chairman Paul Martin and Vice
Chairman Damien Flynn were elected, along
with a new committee for 2016/17, including
some fresh faces. The formalities concluded
with a meal, networking and social interaction.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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Left: Paul Martin, newly-elected Chairman of
CIBSE Ireland being congratulated by outgoing
Chairman Brian West.

John is also Chairman of the
Energy & Environment Division of
Engineers Ireland, a Certiﬁed Energy
Manager with the Energy Institute,
and a Chartered Engineer with
Engineers Ireland. He commented: “I’m
delighted to join the ETS team during
this exciting phase of the growth,
development and expansion of the
business into the Irish market. I look
forward to bringing our unique blend
of energy management and building
services capabilities to a marketplace
hungry for energy and cost savings”.
Contact: John Kane, Business Unit
Director (Ireland), ETS.
Tel: 01 – 649 9007;
Mobile: 087 – 052 5358;
email: john.kane@energy-ts.com
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ASHRAE honours Homan
and McDonagh
There was an excellent turnout in Engineers Ireland
recently for the ASHRAE Ireland conference with the
delegates including consulting engineers, M&E contractors
and architects. The theme for the event was “BIM and
Integrated Building Design and Operation”.
Outgoing ASHRAE Ireland President Frank Caul gave the
welcome and opening address, while Ken Goodman, ASHRAE
Sub-region B, gave a progress update on all matters relating
to ASHRAE in Ireland, Europe and America.
The ﬁrst speaker was Ralph Montague, ArcDox, and his
address focused on the Interfaces between Building Services
and Architectural Models. He was concise and spoke with
great clarity and conviction regarding the need for BIM to be
embraced by all players in the construction process.
Brendan O’Riordan of ZuTec then dealt with BIM and
IoT Sensor Data Visualisation. This was a very enlightening
address and illustrated clearly the phenomenal potential
of BIM, and the real beneﬁts that can accrue to all vestedinterest parties if they engage with it properly.
Dennis M Knight, a distinguished ASHRAE lecturer, then
spoke. He had travelled from the US to participate and he
brought a totally different perspective to the BIM experience.
It reiterated the key points of those who had spoken before
him. His unique and droll/laconic delivery was very effective
and engaging, and kept the audience enthralled.
There followed an excellent Q&A session before Frank Caul
gave his summation. However, before bringing the conference
to a close, he called on Seamus Homan and Michael McDonagh
– two of the building services sector’s founding father ﬁgures
– to come to the stage to be presented with special awards
to mark their unstinting service to the industry.

CONDAIR DL

Close control
adiabatic humidifier
with ultra hygienic
performance
The new Condair DL is an in-duct adiabatic humidifier
that oﬀers the level of humidity control normally only
available from steam humidifiers, but with the low
energy performance and evaporative cooling benefit of
a cold water system.
It also incorporates many anti-microbial features that
make it one of the most hygienic humidifiers available.

1hr
in-house
CPD seminars
available
Discover more about the Condair DL
www.condair.ie/DL
T: +353 (0)91 507 120

Dennis M Knight, Distinguished ASHRAE Lecturer with Ken
Goodman, ASHRAE Sub-region B, Seamus Homan, Michael
McDonagh and Frank Caul, ASHRAE Ireland.
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Humidification and
Evaporative Cooling
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MHI VRF 3-pipe system
captures industry
imagination
The new “KXZR” 3-pipe heat recovery outdoor units
from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries unveiled to the marketplace
last month, and which will be available shortly, have already
generated a great deal of interest. Similar to its 2-pipe sister
Model KXZ, the new KXZR features improved EERs and COPs
thanks to a new multi-discharge compressor, along with a
new concentrated winding motor. These features will deliver
increased seasonal energy efﬁciencies, especially in partial
load conditions.
Furthermore, the new outdoor units feature a new divided
heat exchanger which dramatically improves cooling capacity in
low ambient temperatures. This increases the operation without
anti-frost operation down to -5°C.
Intending speciﬁers have been especially taken with the new
software on the outdoor unit PCB. This now also automatically
selects the most energy efﬁcient modus during “mixed mode”
(both heating and cooling demand at the same time), with
maximum COPs of 9.0.
“We’re very excited, and encouraged, by industry reaction
to the imminent availability of new MHI ‘KXZR’ 3-pipe
heat recovery series”, says Graham McCann, Diamond Air
Conditioning, “and are already in discussions with a number
of consultants with regard to its use on various projects”.
Contact: Michael Clancy (087 – 262 0701) or Graham McCann
(087 – 950 9402), Diamond Air Conditioning. Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email: info@diamondair.ie; www.diamondair.ie

Riello low NOx RS series
Riello has introduced low NOx (<80mg/kWh) “blue ﬂame” versions
to all sizes of its RS range of burners. This is achieved through the use of
a low NOx combustion head to ensure emissions conforming to EN 676
Class 3 in capacities from 3,600 kW to 6,250 kW.
The RS series of high-power monoblock burners is characterised by the
advanced technological developments that have contributed to its design
and energy-efﬁcient performance, delivering high power levels while
minimising size and weight. Dual-fuel RLS low NOx models will soon
also be available, featuring a dedicated pump motor to ensure a
long life for the oil
pump, combined
with energysavings.
RS models
310, 410, 510 and
610 are available in
various air-fuel ratio
control conﬁgurations, with
the option of mechanical cam
or electronic cam for modulation
control. Variable speed drive technology ensures both low noise and
electrical power savings.
Easy access to internal components through a hinged panel facilitates
speed of commissioning and maintenance.
Contact: Riello. Tel: 0044 - 1480 432144;
email: info@rielloburners.co.uk; www.rielloburners.co.uk

REL appoints Group Sales Manager
Pat Crowley has been appointed Group Sales Manager with REL
to lead the company’s ambitious growth drive across Ireland. Pat is
an experienced sales manager and entrepreneur, and his knowledge
of the hospitality sector will be particularly beneﬁcial.
Liam Byrne, Managing Director, said: “REL has grown
from just eight employees in 2012 to over 35 today,
despite the severe economic downturn over that period.
Our energy efﬁcient Glycol Dispense System has been a
game-changer in the pub and hospitality sector and
we’re now bringing that expertise to other sectors”.
Pat Crowley said: “I’m delighted to join REL at
an exciting time in the company’s development. It
has been very innovative in introducing new products and services
and there are signiﬁcant opportunities to grow company sales
further in to the future”.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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CIBSE and IHEEM joined forces recently to present a CPD trio
at the Red Cow Hotel. Subjects included legionella, asbestos
and ﬁre. The event was well attended with the 35 attendees
representing a good mix of health care facility managers,
services consulting engineers, suppliers and main contractors.
The three presenters delivered new levels of information
that gave those present “food for thought” on what new
considerations may need to be taken into account.
Questions from the attendees after the presentations were
varied with some speciﬁc technical questions, all of which were
answered in great detail by the presenters. Overall, the CPD
went well, was very educational and very worthwhile.
Pictured above are Lesley Jansen van Rensburg, Water
Technical Manager at HBE with Liam Broderick, Lead Asbestos
Consultant, David Regan, CIBSE Ireland and Stephen Walsh,
IHEEM.
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SEAI Awards to include
F10,000 bursary
SEAI has started the search for sustainable energy leaders with the announcement of the
SEAI Sustainable Energy Awards for 2017. These awards recognise and reward excellence
in energy efﬁciency and renewable energy, and are open to organisations, businesses and
communities who are setting new standards in the reduction of fossil fuel use.
The Awards encourage entries with innovative approaches and high replication potential
from applicants across the island of Ireland. New to the 2017 Awards programme is a bursary
of F10,000 for the winner of the Research Category, to further their research activity. There
are eight categories in all, including large business, small business, design, public sector,
community and energy manager or team.
Majella Kelleher, Head of Energy Demand Management at SEAI, said: “There is excellent
work happening in sustainable
energy across our economy and the
SEAI Awards are a great opportunity
for businesses, public bodies and
communities to get recognition for
outstanding energy achievements.
Energy efﬁciency makes ﬁnancial as
well as environmental sense, and there
is growing interest in the delivery
of cleaner sources of energy across
both industry and communities as we
move Ireland towards a low-carbon
society. I strongly encourage people
Colm Byrne, DaysE with Majella Kelleher, Head
and businesses to enter the SEAI
of Energy Demand Management, SEAI, and
Sustainable Energy Awards 2017
Mark Dwan and Paul Walsh, both of Johnson
and Johnson Campus Ireland.
to highlight their own success and
encourage others to take part”. Last year, entrants to the Awards demonstrated savings of
F100 million through innovative sustainable energy projects. This year the Awards have
three category sponsors – Enprova (Public Sector), ESB Smart Energy Services (Large Business
– Energy Management) and Gas Networks Ireland (Large Business – Energy Project).
Visit www.seai.ie/energyawards for further information. The winners will be announced
at a gala event in November 2017.
Congratulations to John Quigley, Area
Sales Manager, Xylem Water Solutions
Ireland, who is celebrating 10 years
working with the company. John looks
after the Munster and South Connacht
regions and has made a signiﬁcant
contribution to the development of
the company over the last decade. He
looks after the entire Xylem portfolio
and has been instrumental in growing
the brand’s ever-increasing market
share. John is pictured left receiving a
memento to mark the occasion from
Austin Kennedy, Sales Manager,
Xylem Inc.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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New Condair
dehumidiﬁer
Condair, the world’s leading humidiﬁcation
specialist, has expanded its product portfolio
with the addition of a range of advanced
commercial and industrial dehumidiﬁers.
The new Condair dehumidiﬁer range covers
both desiccant and condensing technologies
with extensive standard capacities from 0.5kg/h
to 182kg/h (@20°C/60%RH). Custom units are
also available.
Condair desiccant dehumidiﬁers use a silicacoated sorption rotor to absorb moisture from
the air and are designed to allow additional
modules to be seamlessly attached on either the
process or regeneration airﬂows. These modules
provide pre- or post-cooling, post-heating or
air-cooled condensation removal.

Condair condensing dehumidiﬁers use a
refrigerant circuit to remove moisture from the
air as it condenses on cooling coils. This type
of technology is ideal for lowering humidity to
around 50%RH. Features of the range include
hot-gas defrost as standard to control icing on
the cooling coil and ensure efﬁcient operation at
lower room temperatures. Temperature neutral
models are also available that have a secondary,
externally-located condenser.
Both desiccant and condensing dehumidiﬁers
can be operated as stand-alone systems,
providing dry air directly to a room’s
atmosphere, or attached to a duct network
to distribute conditioned air to a wider area.
Due to the extremely large capacities available,
a single unit is often capable of serving a
whole building.
Contact: Damien Power,
Condair Area Sales Manager for Ireland.
Tel: 0912 – 597 120; 0044 7802 669819;
email: damien.power@condair.com
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Heat Merchants and Crystal Air win
Panasonic PRO Awards
The 2017 Panasonic PRO Awards have
recognised excellence on two projects in Ireland with
Heat Merchants and Crystal Air both picking
up trophies.
PRO Awards celebrate excellence across Europe
in the design, speciﬁcation, installation and
commissioning of projects using Panasonic heating
and cooling systems. This year’s winning PRO Partners
illustrated best practice when it comes to specifying
and installing heating and cooling systems.
Along with the main categories, this year’s judges
also awarded three special recognition awards for
excellence in innovation, energy efﬁciency and use
of GHP technology.
Heat Merchants won the Best Residential Project
award for the Marina development in Greystones,
Co Wicklow while Crystal Air won the Special
Recognition award for the Zalando project in
Grand Canal Quay, Dublin.
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Ecocem appoints
McKettrick
Ecocem Ireland Ltd has appointed
Micheál McKittrick as Managing Director,
Ireland & UK. A chartered engineer and
graduate of Trinity
College Dublin, Micheál
previously worked in
several senior roles
with Atkins Consulting
Engineers.
Micheál commented:
“I look forward to
expanding Ecocem’s
business domestically
and internationally, and
will continue to develop
the Irish markets with
an increasing focus on
innovative products.”

COMMERCIAL &
INDUSTRIAL
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ATAG commercial boiler solutions
ATAG Heating Group is a world leader in the design and manufacture of highefﬁciency, low-emission, condensing gas boilers. Manufactured from the highest-quality
materials to ensure years of trouble-free use, all ATAG boilers are designed with ease
of access to key components for servicing
and repairs.
The ATAG XL commercial boiler portfolio
is available in capacity outputs ranging from
65kW to 960kW, and in three boiler types
– XL70, XL110 and XL140. These modules
can be installed in-line, back-to-back, wallmounted or free-standing.
They can also be installed in a cascade
arrangement of up to eight boilers, providing
maximum output with exceptionally low
emissions, and all in a compact footprint.
The ATAG commercial range is now
available throughout Ireland. The brand has already enjoyed much success north of the
border with MacFarlane Environmental as the distributor but, in recent months the it has
been promoted by Vincent Broderick of Broderick Consultancy Services and has been
very well received.
Contact: Vincent Broderick, Broderick Consultancy Services.
Tel: 087 – 784 8425; email: vincent@bcsconsultancy.ie

Lindab’s new trade counter/showroom
Linbdab’s new trade counter and showroom facility is awash with the Lindab blue
colour and serves both as an efﬁcient and practical trade counter with a functional
display of some of the company’s many ventilation products.
Lindab`s Account & Marketing Manager, Robert O’Connor, commented: “We believe
that our customers success drives our success. By simplifying our trade counter we set
out to make our customers’ business more efﬁcient. Our initial feedback is very positive
and we look forward to its continued success“.

Patrick Boland, Managing Director, Lindab (Irl) pictured with Mark Hoskins, Managing Director,
Vent Axia UK, at the opening of the new showroom and trade counter.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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BTU season tees
off at Castleknock
The ﬁrst outing in the BTU Golf
Society programme for 2017 was held
in Castleknock Golf Club recently with
an excellent turnout participating in
what proved to be a very enjoyable
day. It was also new Captain Dave
Daly’s ﬁrst outing and he was joined
by Conor Lennon of sponsor Muller
Europe for the presentation of prizes
later that evening.

Overall winner Barry Steele with
sponsor Conor Lennon of Muller Europe.

Castleknock is a good course but
a challenging one and, despite the
ﬁne weather and excellent playing
surfaces, the scores reﬂected this.
Overall winner was Barry Steele
with the various class winners being
as follows:
Class 1 – First: John Lavelle;
Second: Conor Lennon.
Class 2 – First: Steve Jones;
Second: John Larkin.
Class 3 – First: Vincent Broderick;
Second: Des Binley.

BTU Captain Dave Daly with Des Binley,
second, Class 3.
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TODAY’S ENERGY EFFICIENT DATA CENTRE
FACT

CHALLENGE

SOLUTION

Cooling equipment accounts for
as much as 40% of data centre
operating costs.

Medium and large data centres
need to reduce costs while
preserving availability.

The Liebert® PDX is the most energy-efﬁcient
room-based direct expansion (DX) cooling system
in the industry. Up to 70% more efﬁcient than
alternative DX solutions, the system improves
thermal management and control, while drastically
cutting energy costs and lowering pPUE.

INTEGRATED SYSTEM OPTIMISES EFFICIENCY
The Liebert PDX direct expansion cooling system – each component operates at the industry’s highest efﬁciency, and the
lowest total cost of ownership.

VertivTM ICOM™
Thermal system controls
Intelligence for optimised operation

The Liebert PDX
Indoor computer room air
conditioning (CRAC) unit
Highly-efﬁcient DX cooling system

The Liebert EconoPhase™
Pumped refrigerant economiser
For enhanced energy savings

The Liebert MC™
Micro-channel condenser
Intelligent, high-efﬁciency condenser

STEPS TO AN EFFICIENT DATA CENTRE

1
2
3
4

SHATTER INDUSTRY STANDARDS

The Liebert PDX operating in EconoPhase™ mode is up to 600% more efﬁcient during cold
ambient hours than the ASHRAE 90.1 minimum requirements for cooling equipment efﬁciency1, and
capable of achieving a money-saving cooling pPUE as low as 1.05.

REDUCE OR ELIMINATE COMPRESSOR RUNTIME

The Liebert EconoPhase pumped refrigerant economiser automatically switches to economiser operation to reduce or
eliminate compressor run time during periods of lower outdoor temperature. SYSTEM ENERGY CONSUMPTION
IS REDUCED BY UP TO 70%.2 Plus: No water. No water treatment. No outside air contamination.

STOP UNNECESSARY COOLING

Why waste energy that’s not needed? Even without economisation, the Liebert PDX operates at higher
efﬁciency than other technologies, with variable speed, electronically commutated (EC) plug fans, Digital Scroll™ compressors, electronic expansive valves and ICOM controls that vary cooling and airﬂow to match ﬂuctuating IT requirements.
The result? A 23% reduction in power consumption. Cooling accounts for 40% of total energy use for the average
data centre – about 2.96 billion in cooling costs.3 A 23% reduction would save approximately F602,400,000 – that’s
sufﬁcient to buy enough smart phone USB charging cable to stretch from Buffalo, New York to Beijing, China… and back!4 5

PUT MONEY BACK IN YOUR POCKET
These improvements can result in energy savings of F177,000 or more, based on geographical location and
EconoPhase usage.6 THAT’S ENOUGH TO BUY AN ITALIAN SPORTS CAR.7

LEARN MORE For more information on the Liebert PDX, visit www.vertivco.com or contact your local sales representative.
1 ASHRAE 90.1 minimum standards for at full-load 35°C outdoor ambient conditions
2 Compared to glycol-based cooling systems with water-side economizers
3 Energy Star’s Report to Congress on Server and Data Center Eciency
Opportunities, http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=prod_
development.server eciency#principles

4 Cost and length of smart phone USB charging cable:
http://store.apple.com/us/product/MD818ZM/A/lightning-to-usb-cable
5 Google Maps, www.googlemaps.com
6 www.vertivo.com/Liebert-PDX
7 http://www.motortrend.com/new_cars/01/lamborghini/
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TD-SILENT ECOWATT CAV:
CONSTANT AIR VOLUME
VENTILATION
MADE EASY
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NEW

Conventional CAV system

Sensor

+

TD-SILENT ECOWATT CAV

Control

Complete CAV installation in one product
Allows Constant Air Volume thanks to a
built-in sensor to control the fan speed,
without need of additional accessories.

TD-SILENT

> Up to 55% energy savings from EC motor
> Ultra low noise levels for occupant satisfaction
> Constant Airflow set points for easy commissioning
> Low profile design makes it flexible and perfect for false ceilings
CONSTANT
AIRFLOW

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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CAV RANGE:
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CONSTANT AIRFLOW VENTILATION MADE EASY
UP TO 55% SAVINGS IN ENERGY
CONSUMPTION:
• High-efficiency EC motor saves energy
compared to AC equivalent

• Bigger energy savings at lower set speeds
• Airflow: 150 to 800m³/h (42 - 222l/s)
• Part L compliant with SFPs as low as0.12
W/(l.s)
ULTRA-LOW NOISE LEVELS FOR HIGH
CLIENT & END-USER SATISFACTION:
• High-performance attenuation built-in
• Lowest noise levels in product category
• No compromise to airflow performance
• Trickle speed has sound pressure level
of just 23dBA at 3m

PRESSURE

• 9^ehl^iX]Zhl^i]^c iZgb^cVaWdmallow the
constant airflow set point to be adjusted

• 0-10V control via external analogue input

ADJUSTABLE SPEED
SET POINTS
CONSTANT
AIR VOLUME

ADJUSTABLE SET POINT CONSTANT
AIR VOLUME:
• Constant air volume for guaranteed
performance & instant commissioning

AIRFLOW

LOW PROFILE DESIGN IS FLEXIBLE &
PERFECT FOR FALSE CEILINGS:
• Suitable for ceiling voids down to
221mm deep
• Removable body makes fan easy to
maintain. Ducting stays in place
• Sealed spigots ensure no air leakage

S&P
House, Wentworth
Road,
Ipswich,
Suffolk, IP3
9SW. Park, Rathcoole, Co Dublin.
Contact:
Soler and Palau
Ireland
Ventilation
Systems Ltd,
UnitRansomes
J17 & J18Europark,
Grants Road,
Greenogue
Business
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
2017
Tel: 08454
Fax:Email:
08454 sales.ie@solerpalau.com
700075 sales.uk@solerpalau.com
www.solerpalau.co.uk
Tel: 01700074
- 412 4020
Web: www.solerpalau.ie

S&P DPS June 2017 A3.indd 3
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Panasonic Smart
Cloud delivers
commercial
energy savings
Panasonic has unveiled the latest developments to its

advanced AC Smart Cloud, an internet-based remote monitoring
system that allows businesses to centralise control of Panasonic
heating and cooling installations.
Some of the main beneﬁts include:
• Flexible and scalable solution;
• Power statistics provide energy savings;
• Zero downtime;
• Site(s) management;
• Available for use with Panasonic PACi, ECOi and
ECO G systems.
Developed with the commercial market in mind, the
AC Smart Cloud simpliﬁes the monitoring of Panasonic heating
and cooling installations across multiple locations, without the
need for specialist software. As a result, this new technology
will help businesses to track energy consumption and
ultimately save money.
Panasonic’s AC Smart Cloud has already been established
across hotel, retail and business applications throughout
Europe.
Adaptable business solution
AC Smart Cloud is fully scalable to the needs and size of
the business, be it a chain of shops, franchises or a large

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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facilities company. The system is quick and easy to set up, and
can be linked to both new and existing installations. A Cloud
Adaptor, which is connected to the Panasonic heating and
cooling installations at each premises, feeds information via
a central cloud portal direct to the user providing real-time
information.
It’s simple to use and doesn’t require specialised software.
Users just log in with a standard browser and the system is
ready to go. Systems already installed will automatically connect
to the server cloud and update all parameters in real time.
There are two ways to connect Panasonic heating and cooling
units to the cloud server – either using Panasonic’s integrated
LAN connection or via Panasonic’s dedicated communication
pack. This pack consists of a professional “plug-and-play”
router with a built-in 3G SIM card. This method does not
require a network communication specialist for installation.
This unique “plug-and-play” service is provided by Panasonic
to all users across Europe. This simple installation will
connect dedicated units quickly and easily to the professional
communication device.
A user-friendly operations interface offers accurate and
instant monitoring of:
• Temperatures;
• Running time;
• Breakdowns;
• Energy efﬁciency;
• Performance;
• User Proﬁles;
• Site ﬂoor map.
Watch the Panasonic AC Smart Cloud video at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSZ3ZYI4RFg
Contact: Vincent Mahony, National Account Manager,
Panasonic Ireland. Tel: 087 – 969 4221;
email: vincent.mahony@eu.panasonic.com Q
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Technical Site Services

Dublin ofﬁce:
Tel: 01 - 463 4600

The Fläkt Woods Technical Site Services Department operates nationwide
from Dublin, Cork and Belfast bases to provide immediate, cost-effective,
customer-focused solutions.

Cork ofﬁce:
Tel: 021 - 429 7450

It provides the full servicing and maintenance of a wide variety of plant
equipment and associated systems, in addition to energy upgrades and
system refurbishment.

Belfast ofﬁce:
Tel: 028 - 9040 2100

Service, maintenance and repair

Building management systems

• AHU’s complete with packaged controls,

• Review of an existing BMS system and
propose energy saving options

• Building management systems and energy
systems

• Upgrade of old legacy systems

• Chillers

• Installation of energy monitoring systems

• Data centre cooling systems including
close control units

Spares and replacement parts

• Car park ventilation systems

• Fans

• Fire safety systems

• Heating, cooling and DX coils

• Motor control centres

• Chiller parts such as condenser fans and
compressor s

• Split and VRF systems

• Filters

Energy upgrades

• Fan coil units

AHUs

• Siemens ﬁeld devices such valves and
actuators

• Upgrade of old centrifugal fans with high
efﬁciency plug fans
• Installation of heat recovery systems
Chillers
• Review existing chilled water system
installation and propose energy saving
options
• Supply of replacement chillers

www.ﬂaktwoods.ie

Contact: Niall Dowling, Service Manager
Fläkt Woods (Ireland) Limited
M: 086 - 385 1192
e: niall.dowling@ﬂaktgroup.com
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HOME HEATING HEROES
by Joe Durkan, EEOS Programme Manager, Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI)

When a home heating system breaks
down the understandable priority for the
homeowner is to get the system back up
and running as quickly and unobtrusively
as possible. In this time of need, in what is
essentially a grudge purchase, they turn to
the experts … the people they trust to literally
bring them in from the cold.
Plumbers and installers are the
“go-to” guys in these situations. Whether
it is emergency repairs, upgrades or a
completely new installation, homeowners
rely on their knowledge and expertise to
advise them on the right approach. They
represent the interface between

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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the home owner and the wider world of
energy efﬁciency. They have become, in a
sense, energy ambassadors.
This is because, in order to ensure that
the heating system is correctly speciﬁed,
the plumber ﬁrst needs to be able to
accurately determine the actual heating
demand of the home based on the details
of the property and the needs
of the occupant. This is where a great
opportunity lies, because in order to
calculate the heating load, the
speciﬁer needs to assess the building
fabric, ventilation system and existing
distribution system in the dwelling.
In the case of new or yet to be
built dwellings, all of the information
to determine this data should be readily
to hand. Details of the construction,
such as the levels of insulation, build
type, ventilation systems etc, should all
be known and these, in conjunction with
the Building Energy Rating (BER) heat loss
calculations, will help accurately determine
what the heating requirement will be.
However, the majority of heating
system installations are more
likely to fall into
replacements or
upgrades. In
these cases,
especially when a

BER isn’t readily available, the speciﬁer
has to determine the heating demand
the old fashioned way. CIBSE’s Domestic
Heating Design Guide (http://www.
cibse.org/knowledge/knowledge-items/
detail?id=a0q20000008I7odAAC) is the
key tool in these situations. The guide
shows how to identify the principle heat
loss areas in the dwelling, and how to
calculate the relevant u-values, ventilation
rates and distribution losses necessary to
determine the heating requirements of
each room and the overall hot water and
space heating demand.
Minimising this overall heat demand
is the key to an economical and efﬁcient
heating solution. Ultimately, the type
of heat source is secondary to the
more important considerations of ensuring
that the heat demand can be met
efﬁciently and economically, and that
all elements are installed to the proper
standards.
The information gleaned in the initial
assessment will identify improvements
the homeowner could carry out, such
as insulation or controls upgrades, that
will reduce the overall heating demand.
This is the opportune time to consider
these works, and carrying them out in
conjunction with the heating system
upgrade will be more economical. The
overall result will be greatly-improved
levels of comfort and reduced heating
bills (courtesy of the appropriately-sized
heating system).
Almost certainly, the new heat supply
(whether it’s a boiler, stove or heat pump)
will require a lower rated heat output than
the unit it is replacing. This is because the
overall efﬁciency of heating appliances
has improved dramatically over the last
number of years. Therefore, it is vital
that the installer accurately determines
the heat load required to ensure that
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SCALA2

PERFECT
WATER PRESSURE

FINALLY COMPACT AND EASY TO INSTALL

JOIN GRU
ND
INSTALLER FOS FOR
S TODAY
GRUN DFO
S.COM/
INSTALLER
S

GRUNDFOS SCALA2: New all-in-one water booster pump
Perfect water pressure is finally available in an all-in-one unit that installs quickly and
easily. Prepare for happy customers, as the SCALA2 delivers perfect water pressure in
residential buildings with up to 3 floors and 8 taps - and does so very quietly.
Learn more at www.grundfos.com/scalainstaller

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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the replacement unit is correctly sized to
operate at maximum efﬁciency.
Once a homeowner understands the
beneﬁts of home energy upgrades, there
are a number of supports available to
them. Alerting the homeowner to, and
helping them apply for, these supports is
an excellent way of ensuring customer
satisfaction, gaining repeat business and
enhancing reputation. The primary
support mechanisms to be aware of as
a speciﬁer are the SEAI Better Energy
programmes and the Energy Efﬁciency
Obligation Scheme.
The Better Energy Homes and the
Deep Retroﬁt programmes are part of
the Sustainable Energy Authority’s wider
national upgrade programme to retroﬁt
Ireland’s building stock to high standards
of energy efﬁciency, thereby reducing fossil
fuel use, running costs and greenhouse gas
emissions. More than 370,000 homes have
beneﬁted from these grants so far. The
grants support attic and wall insulation,
heating system upgrades and controls and
renewable technologies.
The government has allocated F5million
in 2017 to SEAI’s deep retroﬁt pilot
programme. The focus is on supporting
new approaches to achieving a whole house
solution based on a “fabric-ﬁrst” approach,

and the deployment of renewable solutions,
advancing the move away from fossil fuels.
The aim is to improve the BER rating to A3
or better and to achieve a minimum BER
uplift of 150-200 kWh / m2 / yr
In addition to the SEAI programmes,
energy suppliers and distributers are
also looking to deliver energy efﬁciency
upgrades to home owners. Under the
Energy Efﬁciency Obligation Scheme, larger
energy suppliers are required to deliver
over 150 GWh of energy savings in the
residential sector each year. The energy
savings must be from energy efﬁciency
measures, are measured in kWh and are
known as energy credits. The energy credits
are available for certain types of measures
including insulation, heating system and
control upgrades.
In the case of the dwellings the energy
savings are ﬁxed savings per measure
in accordance with a table published by
SEAI. See: www.seai.ie/EEOS/EEOS%20
Deemed%20Energy%20Credits%20
Table%202016.pdf
The energy suppliers typically work
with other companies who deliver energy
savings on their behalf. The energy supplier,
or their agents, must secure signed consent
from the property owner, assigning the
credits to them for onward reporting to

Installer ‘watch outs’
There are a number of common areas that installers should pay particular attention
to when installing a new heating system. The location and conﬁguration of heating
controllers, thermostats and TRVs is one. If the controls are poorly optimised or not
working at all, then all of the careful work of sizing the heating supply and emitters will
be undone.
Lagging of all pipe runs is also critical to ensure the system operates at maximum
efﬁciency.
Where the heating unit is a boiler, the incorrect or inappropriate location of the ﬂue
and condensate pipes are among the most frequent errors to be found. Missing or nonfunctioning boiler interlocks are also a common defect found in new installations. The
interlock is essential to prevent the boiler from running needlessly when there is no
heat demand.
Finally, special attention must be paid to any electrical works that are to be carried
out. In particular, care should be taken to ensure that all works are correctly fused and
all earthing and bonding is fully completed and complies with IS 813 and ECTI rules, and
that proper gauge cabling is used at all times.
A guide to these and more can be found at https://www.seai.ie/Grants/Better_Energy_
Communities/Domestic-Heating-Installers-Guide-2016.pdf
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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SEAI via the energy supplier. Once the
works are completed to the satisfaction of
the homeowner and are in accordance with
the SEAI Code of Practice SR 54 and the
soon-to-be-published SR 50-1, the agent
passes on details of the works to the energy
supplier and these savings or credits are
then counted towards the supplier’s energy
efﬁciency targets.
The list of all suppliers who are involved
in the scheme, and their contact details, are
on the EEOS section of the SEAI website
(www.seai.ie/eeos)
There are a number of standards and best
practices that should be followed to ensure
that a system is installed properly, and in
compliance with the relevant regulations.
The SEAI Code of Practice and Technical
Speciﬁcation document is a good place
to start.
For guidance on how best to meet
compliance see http://seai.ie/EEOS/
Code%20of%20Practice%20and%20
Technical%20Speciﬁcation%20rev%20doc.
pdf
The main standards that should be
followed are SR 54:2014: Code of Practice
for the Energy Efﬁcient Retroﬁt of Dwellings
(free to download from http://www.ili.
co.uk/en/S.R.54-2014.pdf, and The Building
Regulations (www.environ.ie/en/tgd).
In the next few months, the National
Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) will
have a new Standard Recommendation
– SR 50-1 Code of Practice for Building
Services (Part 1 Domestic Plumbing and
Heating) – out for consultation. Once
SR 50-1 is published, it will become the
primary control document for the design
and installation of all heating systems.
Many useful guides can be accessed
from the Better Energy Homes section of
the SEAI website (http://www.seai.ie/
Grants/Better_energy_homes/). An
example is the guide to sizing radiators
which is of particular interest in the
context of sizing a heating system. It can
be found at https://www.seai.ie/Grants/
Better_energy_homes/contractor/Sizing-ofRadiators-with-a-condensing-Boiler-.pdf Q
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Market leading warranties
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baxiworks.ie
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Wilo-Stratos MAXO heralds
new era in pump technology
“The new Wilo Stratos MAXO is the world’s
ﬁrst true smart-pump”, says Derek Elton,
Managing Director, Wilo Ireland. “It received
the Design Plus award at ISH in Frankfurt earlier
this year and is already being heralded for its
new standards in system efﬁciency and userfriendliness”.
It has a number of innovative design features,
the new “Green-Button” technology (the
successor to the red button) being a case in
point. This combines proven handling with
new and optimised functions, creating a
completely new level of user-friendliness. Its
high degree of connectivity makes the WiloStratos MAXO an extremely ﬂexible solution,
especially when it comes to integration into a
wide range of applications.
The latest communication interfaces –
Bluetooth – enables it to be directly connected
to mobile devices while “Wilo Net” offers a new
standard interface for connectivity among Wilo
products. Additional CIF modules offering

seamless integration into the world of bussystems are also available.
In the future it will be possible to operate and
control the pump via a custom-developed app
that will read out the pump data and make it
available for system optimisation purposes.
The new Wilo-Stratos MAXO for HVAC
applications in large buildings sets new energy
efﬁciency standards. Extensive studies
and customer research in the early
development stages enabled Wilo to
develop a pump which is tailor-made to
customer requirements.
Perfect connectivity,
easy conﬁguration
The application-guided conﬁguration of the
“Set up Guide” offers intuitive handling
and outstanding user-friendliness. It is
also the pump offering the highest

The world’s ﬁrst smart-pump:
Wilo-Stratos MAXO.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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system efﬁciency on the market, thanks to the
optimised and innovative energy efﬁciency
functions such as “Multi-Flow Adaptation”
and “No-Flow Stop”, along with an
outstanding EEI ) 0.17.
“Multi-Flow Adaptation” is a new energy
saving function enabling the feeder pump to
adjust its output to the precise demand of
the connected consumption circuit pumps.
Additional elaborate control functions are
very user-friendly and enable exceptional
energy-efﬁcient operations.
For example, the Wilo-Stratos MAXO can
automatically adapt its output to the varying
system requirements via “Dynamic Adapt plus”
without setting a target value. The new terminal
compartment has a clearer layout and offers
more space. The optimised Wilo-Connector is
wired separately, plugged in and then supplies
the pump with electricity. Thus the terminal
compartment no longer has to be opened to
carry out the basic installation procedure.
The heat quantity metering function is yet
another beneﬁt of the Wilo-Stratos MAXO. It
can now switch between heating and cooling
mode to enable the separate metering of
cooling quantities.
New control modes ensure ﬂexible and
perfect adaptation for all applications – setting
a constant target temperature or constant
differential temperature makes the operation
of the pump and the overall system even more
efﬁcient. The target temperature control of the
circulator also assists with the prevention of
legionella infestations in the warm-water pipes.
In addition, it is ideal for speciﬁc hygiene
requirements as it automatically recognises
a thermal disinfection program being carried
out and supports the rinsing of pipes by
increasing its output to the maximum. The
Wilo-Stratos MAXO is available as a single or
double pump and as Wilo-Stratos MAXO-Z
for drinking water applications.
Contact: Wilo Ireland. Tel: 01 – 426 0000;
email: sales@wilo.ie; www.wilo.ie Q
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New: Sensors from Belimo.
The perfect complement to actuators and valves.
With a complete range of sensors, Belimo is now your single source for HVAC ﬁeld devices. The sensors for
measuring temperature, humidity, air quality and pressure have been designed to work seamlessly with all major
building automation and control systems. Further advantages are:
• Easy installation thanks to quick-mount snap-on cover and detachable mounting plate
• NEMA 4X / IP65 and UL compliance for demanding and outdoor applications
• Easy commissioning and parameterisation over BACnet and Modbus communication protocols
• Time and cost savings during wiring due to tool-free connection and output protection
• 5-year warranty and highest quality backed with ﬁrst-class service and support

We set standards. www.belimo.co.uk

BELIMO Automation UK Ltd, Ireland Sales Office, Suite 001a, The Airport Hub,
1 Fury Park Industrial Estate, Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9, Ireland.
paul.oneill@belimo.co.uk, Tel. +44 (0) 1932 260460, Mobile. + 353 (0) 862 452032
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Introducing the boiler that opens more doors:
The new ecoFIT pure.
ecoFIT pure

Ultra-quiet operation (Quiet Markapproved), small footprint and total
ﬂexibility of siting (with top and rear
ﬂue options) mean that the ecoFIT
pure range is perfect for all
customer needs.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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The automatic purging assistance and high-spec
aluminium heat exchanger makes for a lightweight
installation. High quality and high efﬁciency,
together with the complete availability of spare
parts and the easy accessibility of the unit layout
mean the ecoFIT pure is also easy to maintain.
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The new ecoFIT pure.
Beneﬁts at a glance
Q Top and rear ﬂue options on
all boiler models
Allows ﬂexible siting options and
installs in various property types
Q Wide product range
Complete range of outputs, making
the ecoFIT pure a suitable boiler for
most situations
Q Compact, cupboard ﬁt solution
Small boiler footprint, offering
ﬂexibility of siting, including a
cupboard-ﬁt
Q Easy installation and maintenance
Accessible layout that allows all
components to be replaced from
the boiler front. Additional space is
possible with removable side panels
Q Recognisable Vaillant fault codes
Making it easy to diagnose faults
Q High-speciﬁcation aluminium
heat exchanger
Designed to last longer, maintain
easily, and reduce energy bills

Q Clear LED display
Offers visibility in dimly lit areas for
easier installation and use
Q High-quality components
Offering peace of mind for the
lifetime of the product
Q Industry-leading ﬂue lengths
10m ﬂue length across all ecoFIT
pure boiler outputs
Q 4-sided cooling and water
agitation of the heat exchanger
Reducing stress on the heat
exchanger for longer life reliability
and reduced maintenance costs
Q Compatible with Vaillant’s
intelligent range of controls
For the most convenient and
energy efﬁcient system, saving on
energy bills
Q 7 year warranty
When supplied through C&F
Quadrant and partners.

www.cfquadrant.ie
Take Control
The ecoFIT pure boilers are compatible
with Vaillant’s complete range of
intelligent controls.
From the simplicity of our analogue
heating controls to wireless
thermostats, you’re sure to ﬁnd a
control that’s a smart choice for
every installation.

timeSWITCH 150

timeSWITCH 160

Easy to use analogue,
plug-in heating control

Digital plug-in
thermostat

Article number: 0020116882

Article number: 0020124498

VRT 350

VRC 700

Enhanced load compensating
programmable room thermostat

Wireless programmable
room thermostat

Article number: 0020124475

Article number: 0020236291

Thinking ahead …
There’s smart,
then there’s vSMART

TM

When a vSMARTTM control is added, the ecoFIT pure
will achieve an A+ ErP rating, making it welcome in any
switched-on, energy-conscious home. It’s convenient,
energy efﬁcient, and saves on energy bills.
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Xylem Hydrovar – ‘boosting your
wallet and your water’
opened outlet is instantly at its maximum, it
will eventually cause cavitation in the joints
which will lead to leaks and burst pipework.
Parts of the pump that traditionally wear
out quickly, like motor bearings, now have
prolonged life. Most pumps running at full
speed will require maintenance every 18
months, so switching to variable speed can
give a longer lifespan for the pump and
consumable parts.
Many businesses and homeowners rely on a water booster set to pump
The Hydrovar not only prolongs the life
water throughout expansive or multi-storey buildings. Traditional booster sets work
of
machine parts but it also features an
at a ﬁxed speed, meaning the level of energy consumed
remains the same, even when demand for water early warning system to detect irregular
or excessive vibration from the motor or
is low. Changing a conventional ﬁxed speed
pump during operation. The i-Alert™ is
into a variable speed booster set can
a conditional monitoring device which
deliver a reduction of up to 50% on
energy consumption, which in-turn continually measures vibration, observing
any changes and alerting the pump
will deliver substantial monetary
operator in time to avoid a complete
savings too.
pump breakdown.
How easy is it to convert?
Flashing a green LED light when fully
With Hydrovar from Xylem it is
operational and changing to a red LED
simple, according to Kevin Devine,
when a problem has been detected, the
Business Development Manager,
i-Alert™ can detect a number of potential
Xylem Water Solutions Ireland.
pumping issues including entrained air in
Hydrovar is a “plug-and-play”
the process ﬂuid; turbulence process ﬂow
variable speed drive which is
within the system; worn pump or motor
universally compatible and can
bearings; unbalanced rotating equipment;
be retroﬁtted to any existing
and a bent shaft.
booster set, delivering a pay-back
Kevin Devine concludes: “The Hydrovar is
period of less than two years.
an invaluable tool which can dramatically
Installation is quick and easy
conserve energy without affecting the
and, once complete, the Hydrovar
convenience-orientated lifestyles we have
system will communicate electronically become accustomed to. It is suitable for
to ensure that the amount of water used a number of environments, from large
does not exceed the demand. With just the residential dwellings or blocks of ﬂats to
right amount of energy being consumed, the
public sector buildings such as hospitals
bill payer is no longer covering the cost of the original and schools, where it will deliver lower
ﬁxed speed system which used a continual amount of carbon emissions and, most importantly,
pressure, even when demand was low.
lower monthly energy costs“.
Additional beneﬁts
Contact: Kevin Devine,
The Hydrovar offers a soft-start function which
Business Development Manager,
reduces the in-rush current when the pump is
Xylem Water Solutions Ireland.
turned on and protects the unit from hydraulic
Tel: 087 – 757 7411;
email: kevin.devine@xyleminc.com Q
shock. If the speed at which water ﬂows from the
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1

The consumption of energy within residential,
commercial and industrial settings is the
subject of ever-increasing scrutiny as
European legislation continues to promote
awareness of carbon emissions and the
importance of a greener future.

Xylem edit PF.indd 1
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Pioneering heating
solutions from Baxi
Potterton Myson
Baxi Potterton Myson has an extensive boiler portfolio with a wide
range of model variations to choose from to cater for all types
of applications. All incorporate innovative designs and cuttingedge technology, with features and beneﬁts that deliver highperformance, energy-efﬁcient solutions. The Potterton Proﬁle and
Baxi EcoBlue are two typical examples from the current line-up.
Baxi EcoBlue is a pioneering range
of boilers set to make easy work of the
complex boiler installation process for
today’s busy heating engineer. It is the
result of an extensive Baxi research
study that identiﬁed ease of installation,
efﬁciency and reliability as the top
priorities for heating installers.
In terms of eco-credentials, EcoBlue
boilers have a modulation ratio of 1:5,
meaning they are very efﬁcient and
economical to run.
They have convenient upright packaging
with parts assembled as required, making
them easier to transport and unpack on site.
Adding to this, all boilers in the range
are compact and designed to be easy to

install, with a wall jig that has an audible
positive ﬁx when the boiler is positioned,
and accessible connections. They offer easy
access for straightforward servicing, with
no special tools required. There is also an
industry-leading choice of ﬂue lengths,
bends and accessories.
Meanwhile, the EcoBlue range
includes EcoBlue Advance Heat, the
EcoBlue Heat, the EcoBlue Combi, the
EcoBlue Advance Combi and the EcoBlue
System. All are available at a variety of
different outputs to suit any application.
They come with a 7-year warranty, and
a magnetic ﬁlter ﬁtted.
The Potterton Proﬁle is available
solely through independent merchants

The Baxi EcoBlue pioneering range of boilers.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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The Potterton Proﬁle range is efﬁcient
and reliable with a sleek and compact
design.

throughout the Republic of Ireland.
There are two models in the range –
the Potterton Proﬁle System boiler and
the Potterton Proﬁle Heat Only boiler.
Lightweight, compact and stylish, both
boilers come with a standard 2-year
warranty, which is extended to ﬁve years
for Works members. For full details see
www.works2gether.ie
The Potterton Proﬁle range is efﬁcient
and reliable and has a sleek and compact
design, making it extremely easy to install.
It has easy to use controls thanks to an
intuitive boiler control display, meaning
that end-users can regulate the heat
correctly, for maximum comfort and
efﬁciency.
On the customer support front Baxi
Potterton Myson is continuing its installer
training programme on domestic and
commercial heating and hot water. This will
run throughout the summer months and,
while there is a set programme, individual
companies can request dedicated sessions
on speciﬁc topics or products.
Contact: Baxi Potterton Myson.
Tel: 01 – 459 0870;
Email: sales@potterton-myson.ie Q
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Customised pump and water
storage solutions
Graham Fay and the team at Calpeda Pumps (Ireland) Ltd have been
delivering customised pump solutions across the full spectrum of building
services for nearly 20 years. As part of the Italian pump giant Calpeda SPA,
Calpeda Ireland harnesses all the strengths and benefits of an industryleading multi-national and, using the expertise of its own in-house specialists,
devises tailor-made solutions to satisfy local requirements.
While Calpeda Pumps (Ireland) has a full range of pumps to cater for
domestic, commercial, industrial and specialist applications, the emphasis
has always been on providing engineered pump solutions for specific
projects. The service delivered invariably includes design advice and
technical support, along with guidance on appropriate product selection
in the context of the overall system and the project’s needs.
As new products come on stream and the needs of the marketplace
evolve, Calpeda Pumps (Ireland) embraces these changes. While it has
firmly-structured management and operational procedures in place, they
are not set in stone. Flexibility is key and this is reflected in Calpeda Pumps’
willingness to engage and listen, and to apply its experience and knowledge
to deliver a dynamic service.
No matter what the application or requirement, Calpeda Pumps (Ireland)
will devise an engineering-led solution that is energy-efficient, regulation
compliant, cost-effective, and that will deliver optimum performance
over a long life-cycle.

Managing Director Graham Fay with Sales Manager
M
Quinnti
Qu
tin By
B rnne.
e

Calpeda ‘family’ ethic
Calpeda SPA is an Italian-based pump manufacturer with a global
market reach that is committed to the research, design
and manufacture of innovative pumping products and systems.
The portfolio is extensive and includes solutions for domestic
applications, industrial ﬁelds, groundwater, wastewater and
sewage applications, for civil plants, the building services sector,
agricultural and irrigation applications, swimming pools and
spa baths.
However, Calpeda is much more than a commercial entity. It also
has a very strong social and community ethic, family trust and
service being the key tenets of the business. This is applied at local
level in every country it operates in, and especially in third-world
nations where it partners with Governments and NGOs to apply
the beneﬁts of innovative pumping technology to solve local
water-related problems.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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Sean Harrington, Finance with Kevin Ryan, Internal
Sales and Logistics.
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Calpeda Aquarius tank system
The Calpeda Aquariustank system is a unique pump and water
storage solution devised by Calpeda Pumps (Ireland), manufactured
at its premises in Blanchardstown, Dublin 15, and carrying the
prestigious Guaranteed Irish symbol of accreditation..

Examples from the extensive
Calpeda Aquarius pump and
water storage
g solutions range.
g

Designed to meet the market demand for a selfcontained, integrated pump and water storage solution,
Calpeda Aquarius offers a multiplicity of not just tank
sizes but also tank shapes. There are models to suit
all applications, and to fit in an infinite variety of house
types and different locations within the home.
Installation is simplicity itself with everything relating
to the pump incorporated into the self-contained
special screw-on/off lid. Servicing the pump is also
straightforward and, should the need arise to replace
it, the lids are interchangeable so it is just a case of
extracting the old one and dropping in the new unit.
There are multiple tank size options in capacities
ranging from 300lt to 1850lt, and any number of
different pump sizes with pressures up to 12 Bar
and flow of 183 litres/minute. Tanks can be interconnected for larger storage capacities.
Project-specific solutions can also be devised as all the
units are manufactured in-house and fully pressure
tested and certified prior to dispatch.
The tanks are made from non-toxic, high-density polyethylene and
certified for use with drinking water. All materials used are noncorrodible and are UV, mould, algae and lichen resistant.
All tanks come complete with secure access lid and screened vent,
and dry-run protection built in as standard. The pumps use jacketed
motor technology to prevent heat transfer to the stored liquid, while
pressure control options are possible via the patented Calpeda
Idromat and Easymat variable speed controls.
Applications include houses, apartments, retail, commercial,
hospitality, nursing homes, sports clubs and gyms.
Th Calpeda Pumps (Ireland) maanu
The
n fa
facturing/service team –
Karl Cleverdon with Chris Handd, Se
Sena
n n Cahill and Wayne Kelly,
Production Manager.

Calpeda Pumps Ireland Ltd
Unit 5 Old Quarry Campus
Northwest Business Park
Phase 3
Blanchardstown, D15 Y4EK
Tel: 01- 861 2200; email: info@calpedaireland.com
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Present trends in building services design has
necessitated the development of a new range of
caloriﬁers, essentially a hot water storage solution
that can maintain compliance and combine multiple
low-grade heat sources into one system. Poorlydesigned renewable or conventional water heating
systems can increase the risk of Legionnaires disease.
However, avoiding Legionnaires disease is possible
with a well-designed caloriﬁer/accumulator system.
The Copper Industries design produces a maximum
reserve of primary thermal storage while eliminating
the risks associated with any areas of colder water
in the caloriﬁer that may promote bacterial growth.
Large volumes of DHW can be provided from this
primary storage bank.
As thermal stratiﬁcation can be allowed to take
place naturally in the DHW generator, there is no
need for destratiﬁcation pumps, hence this lower
temperature environment at the bottom of the vessel
allows renewable heat sources to operate at a higher
coefﬁcient of performance.
• The Copper Industries DHW generator can provide
fresh hot water in large amounts while preventing
the formation of legionella on a ﬁrst in ﬁrst out
principle;
• It can also facilitate the distribution of energy to
the space heating system while enabling boilers to
reach their highest levels of efﬁciency;
• As the storage takes place on the primary side the
risk of legionella associated with the lower
temperatures from renewables can be eliminated;
• The tank can provide storage and distribution of
energy where a heat pump or other renewable
product is the primary or a contributory heat
source.

www.copperindustries.co.uk
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_PCghBeQUU

Copper Industries DPS.indd 2
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Copper Industries has over 30 years’ experience in the trade and designs and manufactures a wide range of
vessels for commercial and industrial use up to 300,000lt capacity. It offers a full bespoke 3D FEA tank design service,
including preliminary design sketches if required.
Copper Industries has many prestigious commercial installations throughout Ireland and the UK, and has completed
thermal vessels at Greenwich Peninsula District Energy Centre. This is
designed to generate some 87MWth of heat to provide,10,000 homes
and 300,000 sq m of commercial space with heating and hot water via
a long and winding district heating network of more than 10km long.
Copper Industries also designs solutions for the renewables industry,
and this includes, but is not limited to, storage and stratiﬁcation
solutions for wind turbines, hydro power, heat pump and CHP plants
producing electrical and LPHW outputs
• Copper DHW heat exchangers from 100 to 260KW;
• Hot water ﬂow rates of up to 6000 litres/Hour;
• Caloriﬁers designed BS 853;
o

• Max working pressure is 6 bar and max storage temperature is 95 C ;
• Low standby heat losses due to excellent insulation. Lambda 0,038
w/mk according to DIN EN 12667;
• Capable of providing large amounts of hot water with rapid
recovery. High ﬁrst-hour DHW delivery rate due to thermal mass;
• Reduction in capital spending;
• Large thermal mass to protect heat sources against short-cycling;
• A means of incorporating low grade renewable heat input for
both space heating and DHW;
• Liquid penetrant and pressure tested x 1.5 WP (LPI);
• Some of the available options – extra coils, blank inspection
hatches, ﬂange or BSP connections, electric immersions and
full BIM ﬁle data.

Toome Business Park, 21 Hillhead Road, Toome, Co, Antrim, BT41 3SF
Tel: 028 796 59736 Fax: 028 796 50000
(from ROI) Tel: 048 796 59736 Fax: 0328 796 50000
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
Email: mail@copperindustries.co.uk
Web: www.copperindustries.co.uk
Copper Industries DPS.indd 3

Copper Industries (Ireland)
Ltd
Manufacturers of Hot Water Cylinders 29
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HEATING &
PLUMBING
SPECIALISTS

Heat Merchants supply a comprehensive range of products including
central heating systems, gas and oil boilers, spare parts, bathrooms
and the latest renewable energy technology to the domestic and
commercial heating and plumbing industry across Ireland.
• Experts in Heating, Plumbing
& Spare Parts
• Technical Design Service
• Plumbing Estimation Service

• Commissioning & After Sales
• Customer Support Service
• Express Delivery Available
• 100% Irish Owned

31 BRANCH
LOCATIONS

TECHNICAL SERVICES
Our team of Technical Design Engineers
can provide a fully indemnified heating
and plumbing design service for
commercial and residential projects.
• Technical Design
• Commissioning
• Ancillary Certification
• Technical Support
• After Sales Service
• Installer Training
• Estimation Service
• Expert Advice

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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BOILER REPLACEMENT
ENERGY SAVING
CREDIT SCHEMES

Did you know that can make huge savings when you
claim Energy Saving Credits with Heat Merchants?
Installers who register with Heat Merchants to participate in the Gas or Oil Energy Saving Credit Schemes can earn up to
€460 credit for gas boiler installations & €292 for oil boiler installations into existing buildings.

GAS ENERGY SAVING
CREDIT SCHEME

OIL ENERGY SAVING
CREDIT SCHEME

Registered Gas Installers can redeem Energy Saving Credits
of up to €460 excluding VAT with gas boiler installations
using the specified kits which include Baxi boilers, Danfoss
controls, standard horizontal flue plus Heat Merchants
cleanser & inhibitor.

Installers/technicians who have successfully completed the
OFTEC Oil Technician Course can receive Energy Saving
Credits up to €292 excluding VAT on system upgrades using
Firebird boilers and heating system controls.

HOW TO START EARNING WITH THE ESC SCHEME
1.

Register with Heat Merchants ESC Team

2. Credit is applied to your Heat Merchants’ account therefore the scheme is open to account holders only.
Ask in your local branch about setting up a cash or credit account
3. Upgrades to existing domestic properties only, this scheme is not applicable to new builds.
All installations must comply with the SEAI’s code of Practice and Technical Specifications
4. We process your claim and when approved by the SEAI we will credit your account.
ESC claim form must be completed in full and approved by the SEAI before credit can be applied
5. You save money!

i

Registration forms, claim forms & additional information are available from your local branch or from
the ESC Section, Heat Merchants Group, Moydrum Road, Athlone, Co Westmeath.
Call 090 6442300 Email customersupport@heatmerchants.ie Visit www.heatmerchants.ie

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Belimo – the perfect
complement to
actuators and valves
Belimo has opened a new chapter in its company
history by expanding its product range to include
new and innovative HVAC sensors. The sensors
are the ideal complement to actuators and valves
from Belimo, optimising system performance and
improving energy efﬁciency.
The new sensor range is

the result of over four decades of
experience, intensive research and
focus on providing added value
to customers. The sensors can be
seamlessly integrated into all major
building automation and control
systems (BACS) and are extremely

reliable, guaranteeing high quality.
Belimo’s expertise and ability to
innovate are evident in the universal
compact enclosure design, intuitive
snap-on cover and detachable
mounting plate, all of which make
installation and commissioning easy.
BACnet and Modbus communication

protocols provide superior application
data access.
The highly-resistant sensors also
carry a ﬁve-year warranty, conform to
NEMA 4X/IP65 requirements and are
UL compliant. Belimo offers sensors
for measuring temperature, humidity,
pressure, CO2 and VOC (volatile
organic compounds) for pipe, duct
and outdoor applications.
Belimo sensors are built from the
highest-quality materials and deliver
reliable and accurate readings over
the entire life-cycle of the building.
“Sensors from Belimo not only deliver
reliable and accurate readings”,
states David Alliband, Product
Manager, “but the sensor enclosure
design also features a modular
conduit ﬁtting and a plug-in terminal
that installers and technicians
will love”.
Contact: Paul O’Neill,
Sales Manager, Belimo Ireland.
Tel: 086 - 245 2032;
email: paul.oneill@belimo.co.uk Q

The new and innovative HVAC sensor range
from Belimo offers seamless integration,
reliability and intuitive design.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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Pump system efﬁciency
requires holistic solution
Grundfos constantly strives to improve the energy
efﬁciency of its products, to reduce their carbon footprint
and to save on running costs. Key to achieving this
objective is the holistic view it takes on the performance
of the total pump system solution.
“Grundfos focusses on the three
key areas contributing to super pump
efﬁciency”, says Liam McDermott,
Sales Director, Grundfos Ireland.
“These are hydraulic efﬁciency,
motor efﬁciency, and control and
functionality. These elements are
intrinsically linked as real efﬁciency
depends on the overall pump
efﬁciency and how it is controlled.

“As part of the EU Ecodesign
legislation, in Janurary 2015 the
MEI (minimum efﬁciency index) for
water pumps increased from 0.1 to
0.4. In preparation for this legislative
change Grundfos rose to this energy
challenge, redesigning the hydraulics
of our pumps to an MEI of 0.7, the
maximum possible, and far exceeding
the minimum industry standards.
“In tandem with this development,
we redesigned our MGE (Integrated
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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VSD) motor range to deliver
unparalleled performance with an IE5
efﬁciency rating once again exceeding
the Ecodesign benchmark of IE3.
“However, the real key to delivering
the highest levels of efﬁciency lies in
the integration of these state-of-theart intelligent components, adapting
to the surrounding system, and
driving energy consumption down
considerably. The Grundfos IE5 MGE
motors are pre-loaded with software
speciﬁcally designed for HVAC and
industrial applications featuring
intelligent control modes which can
control HVAC systems on pressure,
ﬂow, temperature or level.
“Innovative software that allows
intelligent functionality is also
critical and that’s why we developed
AUTOADAPT and FLOWADAPT. With
these the pump calculates the actual
duty point and constantly monitors
and adjusts to match the system’s
requirements. Innovations such as the
built-in heat energy meter and work
logs allow the user to monitor the
pumps’ performance, and the energy
consumption. This is then graphically
displayed on colour TFT display, and
on the user’s smart phone or tablet.
“By specifying Grundfos,
consultants and installers can be
conﬁdent that they are providing
high-performing solutions that exceed
legislative requirements and deliver
unprecedented energy and cost
savings.”
Contact: Liam McDermott,
Sales Director, Grundfos Ireland.
Tel: 01 – 408 9800;
email: lmcdermott@grundfos.com Q
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Grundfos motors
achieve worldclass rating

Once again, Grundfos – the
world’s largest pump manufacturer –
has taken an industry-leading initiative
by introducing IE5 as a standard for its
MGE motor range.
As an industry pioneer, Grundfos
is excited to introduce one of the
world’s most efﬁcient motors, the new
MGE with IE5 motors, which offers
10% energy savings and up to a 25%
reduction in pay-back time of controlled
E-pumps compared to and IE3 solution.
This ground-breaking motor exceeds
the requirements of the coming IE3
legislation and meets the strictest
criteria of IE5, the highest energy
efﬁciency level for electrical motors. All
Grundfos MGE motors – from 0.75 kW
to 11 kW – have attained IE5 status.
The key to these MGE motors
unparalleled performance lies in their
state-of-the-art intelligent solutions.
These will adapt to the surrounding
system and, coupled with the highefﬁciency IE5 motor, drive energy
consumption down considerably.
From January 2017 these IE5 motors
will be ﬁtted to the Grundfos range
of variable speed pumps offering
opportunities for increased energy
savings in both new systems and
retroﬁt applications.
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MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC DEALER CONFERENCE

Planning for the
Future with
Mitsubishi Electric
Mitsubishi Electric hosted its annual dealer
conference in the Knightsbrook Hotel Spa & Golf
Resort in Trim recently where the theme for the twoday event was Planning for the Future. The format for
the occasion was professional and structured, yet had
a very relaxed feel with the emphasis on knowledge
sharing and networking. The presentations were
not lectures in the conventional sense but more
workshop-like and interactive, with the 100 plus
delegates readily buying in to the process.
The topics covered reﬂected this
and included an industry overview,
salesmanship and marketing, along
of course with information on new
products. Even the latter was couched
in such a way that, while the features
and beneﬁts of products were outlined,
they were put into context in relation
to market needs, changing legislation,
regulations and standards (both
current and impending). These were
all delivered by Mitsubishi Electric
personnel in their usual slick manner.
On the broader front, Ivan Yates
gave an excellent address on Brexit.
He peppered his
delivery with
political anecdotes,
personal asides
and references to
his book. However, when
it came to the nitty gritty
of Brexit, he gave a very

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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thought-provoking analysis of the
overall scenario before detailing
likely outcomes and offering his
suggestions as to how Ireland
could best protect its interests.
The ﬁnal session was a keynote
address by Joe Schmidt, the head
coach of the Ireland rugby team.
Anyone who has seen Joe live
knows how good he is at drawing
parallels between his team
management ethos and general
business management. On this
occasion he did not disappoint.
He is also very entertaining, and
indeed quite funny. His punchline
delivery and timing on the many
rugby-related stories he told was of
a calibre that any leading standup comic would be proud of.
With this the formalities
concluded and the delegates reassembled later that evening for
a meal, excellent entertainment
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by Gino, the singing chef, and
chat and craic well into the early
hours. At breakfast time the next
morning it was pretty easy to
identify who stayed up latest,
and even more so later in the
day by the performances on the
golf course!
But so much for the overview.
To better encapsulate the ﬁner
details of the occasion, Pat
Lehane of Building Services
News privately collared Richard
Sherlock, National Heating &
Air conditioning Sales Manager,
Mitsubishi Electric, for a one-onone conversation.
Q: Planning for the Future is
the theme of this conference.
How do you view this future?
Mitsubishi Electric looks to the
future with conﬁdence and
optimism. We see a growing
market where we provide classleading products and industryleading technology. For instance,
HVRF is deﬁnitely an area with
potential, with the current
market perfectly suited to its
uptake, both technically and in
respect of the Irish building
requirement. HVRF offers
a signiﬁcant reduction in
refrigerant quantity that no
other system can offer due to the
unique water-based system for
indoor distribution.
In fact, our HVRF range
will be extended in August to
include ducted indoor units with
capacities up to 12.5Kw, and
the new 1Kw UK-sensible unit
designed speciﬁcally to cope
with ever-decreasing heating and
cooling loads in new buildings.
I’m conﬁdent HVRF will lead the
market in decentralised midcapacity systems.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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Q: What about R32?
R32 will undoubtedly present
some technical challenges given
that the toxicity level of R32 is
0.3kgm3 as opposed to 0.44kgm3
for R410. This means that the
current transient situation where
some VRF applications need
leak detection and other systems
do not will change. In all
probability every VRF will need
leak detection once R32
is adopted.
Our new-generation R32
systems will be labelled the PUZ
range, replacing the industryleading PUHZ range of outdoor
units running on R410a. For the
moment both will run alongside
one another and offer the beneﬁt
of common indoor units between
the range, making the choice
easer for the installer. The initial
range will be available in power
inverter up to 14Kw.
Q: Is R32 the only option
going forward?
No, not for Mitsubishi Electric
and our trading partners at
any rate. Unlike the case with
most other brands, our options
do not depend solely on R32.
At Mitsubishi Electric we also
specialise in CO2 condensing
units and have a unique 4kW
model offering industry-leading
hot water efﬁciencies.
This is perfectly suited to the
new-build market in Ireland as all
new structures are being built to
much higher standards, especially
in relation to insulation, so
heating loads are decreasing.
In addition, we also have a
45kW hot water machine running
on CO2 which is ideal for all
forms of commercial hot water
production.
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Q: What of developments in
City Multi and Ecodan?
Yes, a new City Multi system is
on the way. I can’t say too much
just yet but I can conﬁrm that
it will, once again, break new
ground in a way only Mitsubishi
Electric can. It will have classleading efﬁciencies thanks to
the industry-leading EP series
condensers that utilise aluminium
heat exchangers to seek out new
levels of performance.
As for Ecodan, this occasion
has seen the introduction of the
new Ecodan chassis with
ground-breaking quiet
operation and a signiﬁcant
lift in performance. This now
positions the range at the top
of the industry as it can deliver
14kW outputs with a single fan,
and with ultra-low noise levels.
Deﬁnitely one to watch.
We have also made huge
strides in the air-to-water heat
pump market segment and are
now a serious player with our
range of monobloc and split
systems. Our market share is
rapidly growing due to the
product range being so relevant
to Irish market conditions, and
the level of support we provide.
Q: Controls are more critical
than ever – how are you
responding?
I fully agree that controls are
now vitally important, hence
the serious investment we have
made in this area. For instance,
talking just now about Ecodan,
it reminds me that this range
features the class-leading
MELCloud app control. This is
unique to Mitsubishi Electric
and boasts beneﬁts from control
through to after-sales and

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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technical diagnosis, a feature not
heard of in any heat pump in its
price bracket.
MELCloud offers a user-friendly
monitoring platform and we
have over 30 systems monitored
in Ireland today. When you
buy Mitsubishi Electric there
is veriﬁable data of what you
get, rather than just another
sales story. We are committed
to demonstrably proving our
equipment in this market and are
conﬁdent of the scrutiny.
Our real-life performance data
is impressive, especially due to
the external plate heat exchanger
used for hot water control, and
the patented anti-limescale
feature in all our DHW cylinders
as standard.

‘

The format for
the occasion was
professional and
structured, yet had
a very relaxed feel
with the emphasis on
knowledge sharing
and networking.

Q: Your view on Brexit?
Brexit poses unique challenges
to the Irish economy with no
forecast or prediction showing
a positive outcome. With this in
mind the AC and heating industry
needs to prepare itself for a ﬂuid
market which may see volatility
in the near future, and for a
relatively extended time period.
Sustaining the industry as a
whole is key.

Q: How can this be done?
Good business partnerships
will be essential to achieving
this. At Mitsubishi Electric we
fulﬁll this requirement by being
a responsible and supportive
partner to both industry and
installers alike. We have the
largest staff and resources of any
AC manufacturer in Ireland, and
are set to maintain this leading
position with the appointment
of additional personnel over the
coming months.
The level of training we
deliver is second to none
and we have allocated huge
investment for education and the
dissemination of information to
the wider market. This includes
not just technical seminars and
workshops, but also sessions
on salesmanship, marketing,
legislation, compliance issues, etc.
We have also reinforced our
commitment to the industry at
large and lead by example with
heavy involvement in the Heat
Pump Association (HPA), CIBSE
Ireland, Engineers Ireland (EI)
and the Institute of Refrigeration
Ireland (IRI).
Q: Final thoughts?
I believe there is a bright but
challenging future in store
for the sector. Those who will
beneﬁt from the opportunities
currently being presented, and
others coming down the line,
will do so only by forming strong
partnerships that include all
elements of the supply chain.
At Mitsubish Electric we intend
to lead that partnership with
careful, measured and deep
thought, and a considered
approach to growing the market
for the beneﬁt of all. Q
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GBCI EUROPE TO
FACILITATE LEED
Green Business
Certiﬁcation Inc (GBCI),
the leading international
organisation that
independently certiﬁes
excellence in green
building industry
performance and practice
globally, has opened a
new European ofﬁce
in Munich. Through
rigorous certiﬁcation and
accreditation standards,
GBCI drives adoption
of green building and
business practices, writes
Kay Killmann (below),
who has been named
Managing Director of
GBCI Europe.

“Europe has been a leader of

the green building market for a
long time and we are continuing
to see tremendous interest and
support for LEED in the region”,
said Mahesh Ramanujam,
President and CEO, GBCI.
“Market transformation happens
one project at a time, and
Europe has an opportunity to
continue to drive sustainability at
a global scale. By establishing a
local GBCI presence in Europe, we
will serve to further facilitate the
global growth of a sustainable
built environment locally and
across the globe”.
GBCI is the only certiﬁcation
accreditation body within the
green business and sustainability
industry to exclusively administer
project certiﬁcations and
professional accreditions for
LEED, EDGE,
PEER, WELL, SITES, Investor
Conﬁdence Project (ICP),
Parksmart and Zero Waste.
GBCI’s expansion into Europe will
help facilitate the growth and
advocacy of LEED, and GBCI’s
other sustainability programs in
the European region. The new
ofﬁce will also provide local,
on-the-ground support to
clients in the region, and improve
access to GBCI’s sustainability
programs and resources.
Since 2008, GBCI has
exclusively delivered more than

‘
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37,700 LEED certiﬁcations to
green building and community
projects around the world and
has established a world-class
infrastructure to help advance
the mission of the green building
movement. Currently, there are
more than 5,200 LEED registered
and certiﬁed projects in Europe,
comprising more than 147
million gross square metres of
space, and more than 2,500 LEED
professionals. Killmann and his
team will be responsible for the
market development efforts of
GBCI Europe and will ensure
the advancement of LEED
and other GBCI sustainability
programs in the region.
“GBCI has been successful in
delivering market transformation
that is economically,
environmentally and socially
responsible”, said Killmann.
“It is a privilege to now be
supporting European leaders
within the region to continue
to advance the global green
building mission and further
transform the market”.
According to the 2016 Dodge
Data & Analytics Smart Market
Study on World Green Building
Trends, Europe is poised for
even greater expansion of green
buildings in the coming years.
The study found that over 60%
of respondents anticipate that
their projects will be green by
2018. In addition, over a 5-year
period respondents expect
14% operational savings for
new green buildings and 13%
operational savings for existing
buildings, which make up the
bulk of Europe’s building stock.
See also www.gbci.org Q

GBCI has been successful in delivering
market transformation that is economically,
environmentally and socially responsible
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Top ﬁve data points that cause
conﬂict in ﬁnal BER assessments
Brian Sweeney (right) is the co-owner of Evolved Energy
Solutions Ltd, a Dublin-based energy consultancy ﬁrm with six full time
staff members providing both commercial and residential BERs, NSAI
certiﬁed commercial and residential blower door tests, acoustic tests
and thermal imaging surveys since 2008. The company has “evolved”
into a new-build specialist advisor and assists clients making decisions
on the best solutions for meeting Part L compliance and using
materials that meet the rigours of the BER assessment. From the
one-off self-builder to the largest development companies in Ireland,
Evolved’s advice and on-site testing services can beneﬁt anyone who
understands the value of a technically-trained and professional BER
assessor. Here Brian details the top ﬁve data points that cause conﬂict
in ﬁnal BER assessments, and explains how they can be resolved.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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The value a professional BER
assessor can bring to a design team
should not be underestimated. A
correctly-trained, industry-aware
assessor can save a developer
signiﬁcant costs, assist the M&E
consultant in the selection of plant
and equipment, account for the fabric
upgrades an architect has designed,
and provide on-site testing services
during the construction phase.
All domestic BER Assessors in
Ireland must use the Dwelling Energy
Assessment Procedure (DEAP)
methodology and software, and it
is not open to interpretation in any
way. SEAI provides all BER assessors
with the same training and advice
in relation to correctly interpreting
information through several ways such
as the SEAI helpdesk, audits and CPD
events. In short, it is a level playing
ﬁeld apart from one factor – the
competence of the BER assessor.
As a BER assessor working in
Ireland since 2008 it amuses me as
to the various “interpretations” BER
assessors, suppliers and installers of
various construction and building
services products have when it comes
to applying their products to the DEAP
methodology and software. While you
as a developer, speciﬁer or supplier,
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It is imperative to have a
competent assessor on
the design team
and I as an assessor, may not agree
with SEAI’s advice – and feel it is not
always common sense in its approach
– it is the same for everyone. That
is why it is imperative to have a
competent assessor on the design
team.
Here I have outlined the ﬁve
main points of data we regularly
identify as having poor supporting
documentation, which in turn leads
to non-compliance issues on
ﬁnal BER calculations. Our ﬁndings
are based on a combination of our
own experiences, SEAI practise
audits, discussions between our
registered assessors in-house, and
a wider circle of industry colleagues
as well as members of the BER
assessor association.
Fabric U-values
When carrying out a BER calculation
a BER assessor must substantiate
why they are using anything other
than a default U-value on the
building fabric. We cannot accept an
architect’s drawing alone as proof of
insulation materials on completion
unless the drawings are “as built”
in their detail. As happens on many
projects, insulation materials can and
do change for a host of reasons such
as cost, supply shortages or local
supplier preference.
If we ﬁnd the materials we surveyed
on site do not match the drawings
provided, then the new insulation
materials must be reviewed, proven
to be installed at the depth stated,
checked for correct certiﬁcation
and ﬁnally independent U-value
calculations carried out. This could
potentially happen in ﬂoors, walls
and roofs with six varying build
ups, especially in the more common
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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three-storey properties. It is essential
your BER assessor is capable of
doing this work on your behalf to
ensure conformity with maximum
and average U-value requirements
maintained on a project.
Lack of acceptable
construction details (ACDs)
To reduce the default thermal bridging
factor in DEAP from a very punitive
0.15 to a more reasonable 0.08, a BER
assessor must be provided with a full
set of ACDs. Generally speaking these
details are provided and signed off
by the architect, engineer or project
manager for the project. Unless a full
set of ACDs is provided the default
value of 0.15 cannot be changed.
Even the most simply-designed
properties tend to have a few
details where thermal modelling of
details may be required to provide
an assessor with a full set of ACDS
and this may be expensive on a
one-off build. We advise that you
ensure your ACDs are in place at
design stage and any likely additional
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costs are highlighted so the beneﬁt
of having them carried out can be
weighed up against the cost of
making improvements elsewhere
in the property. ACDs can save a
signiﬁcant amount of money on larger
development sites and dramatically
improve BER ratings.
Certiﬁed window and door
U-values
Many window and door suppliers
on projects provide BER assessors
with reams of test data, U-value
calculations and glazing
speciﬁcations. This data can be useful.
However, to change a default U-value
in a DEAP calculation the data must
be presented as SEAI requires it.
Test data must be from a recognised
European independent laboratory,
state that the glass and frame have
been tested together, and match that
installed on site.
We often get sent double-glazed
certs and ﬁnd triple-glazed installed
on site. Despite it being obvious to
everyone this is an improvement in
the windows’ energy performance,
we must use the SEAI default, not
the double-glazed certiﬁed result.
This will lead to a signiﬁcant negative
impact and conformity risk for the
average U-value of openings.
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We recommend using suppliers and
products from the NSAI WEP data list
or suppliers with BFRC accreditation
to avoid potential problems. We have
had instances of other product test
data being accepted by SEAI but it is
not guaranteed on a suppliers range
of products.
Mechanical services
Heat pumps, hot water storage
cylinders, heating controls and
circulation pumps are the area
of greatest consternation among
suppliers. While there are a growing
number of expert suppliers on
the market, there are few willing
to provide a full set of heat loss
calculations and radiator size charts,
along with designer sign-off sheets
and Erp data labels for their heat
pump products which every BER
assessor should be requesting.
Failure to have these data ﬁles tied
down at design stage can again
lead to major impacts on the ﬁnal
BER rating.
Generally, we ﬁnd no issue with
Harp Data Base registered gas and
oil boilers. Yet we have on occasion
found newly-introduced gas and oil
boilers which do not have the correct
test data on the Harp data base
and this can lead to a BER assessor
correctly using very punitive defaults
instead of actual test data results.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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The amount of incorrectlyinterpreted data entry points we
hear some BER assessors accepting
as correct from suppliers is a serious
concern for the industry. If your
BER assessor is asking the suppliers
to populate the DEAP XML ﬁle
on their behalf, you can almost
guarantee they are not reviewing
the data ﬁle correctly. Suppliers
can make signiﬁcant errors in their
“interpretation” of DEAP.
Many supplier’s technical advisors
claim to have passed the BER exam
but didn’t register, so are they
experts? The truth is you only learn
from being audited, making errors
and learning from them. What was
accepted by SEAI in relation to
mechanical services data changes
year on year and older methodologies
are phased out. Unless you are in
the full-time business of being a BER
assessor it’s hard to keep up with
these changes.
Certiﬁed air tightness test
results
When calculating a DEAP ﬁle and
you wish to use a value better than
a backstop of 7m³/m²@50Pa in the
adjusted air permeability tab, then
every unit on that development
needs to be tested for the ﬁnal BER
calculation. This relates to the fact
that the BER assessor has used a

better than backstop result in the
provisional BER and therefore must
get certiﬁed test data on every unit
when publishing the ﬁnal BERs.
A ﬁnal NSAI-certiﬁed air tightness
test result for every unit on site
ensures build quality is maintained,
highlights defects in workmanship
and is a very cost-effective method of
improving a BER result. The designed
air permeability level will have a
signiﬁcant impact on the ventilation
method the design team will opt for.
The BER DEAP calculation process
is not perfect and it has ﬂaws in the
calculation method. We see more
energy efﬁcient homes achieving an
A2 rating that do not comply with
renewable contribution, while less
efﬁcient units being awarded an A3
achieve full compliance.
That said, if you look at the quality
of new-build homes in today’s market
there is no comparison to the quality
and efﬁciency of homes built over
previous decades. As a design tool
the BER has greatly contributed to
this improvement and will remain a
valuable design tool into the future
as buildings become more and more
energy efﬁcient. Q
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Flaktwoods
plug fans save
energy and cut
carbon footprint

39

At high intensity sites (for example data centres
and manufacturing facilities) two-year paybacks are
achievable. Plug fans can be used in parallel or in a fan
wall arrangement, the latter leading to further energy
savings and higher air volumes. They also offer lower
noise levels and are simple and easy to maintain and ﬁt.
EC plug fans are suitable for smaller AHUs and lower
air ﬂows. With this type of plug fan there is no need for
an inverter and energy savings can be achieved even with
short operating hours. In addition, the reduced proﬁle
means they can be ﬁtted into tighter spaces.

As commercial buildings come under
continuous pressure to reduce their
carbon footprint while still keeping a
watchful eye on the bottom line, it is
essential to consider alternative options
when specifying individual components
for the retroﬁt HVAC systems. “Within
an air handling unit (AHU) the component
using the most electricity is the fan.
This makes it a key focus for energy
efﬁﬁency improvements and long-term
cost savings”, says Niall Dowling, Service
Manager, Flaktwoods (Ireland).
Centrifugal fans offer the advantage of low noise and
low vibration. However, they are traditionally driven by a
motor in a belt-and-pulley arrangement which results in
inherent energy losses. The development of traditional
centrifugal fans has stagnated, and little has been
achieved in terms of making them more efﬁcient. The
only gain has been the move from a forward-curved to
a backward-curved design. There are also ongoing costs
associated with centrifugal fans, in terms of belt, bearing,
bush and pulley replacements, belt cleaning
and bearing greasing.
The need for greater efﬁciencies and cost savings,
combined with advancements in technology, led
to the introduction of an alternative to the
centrifgual fan – the plug fan. Available in
either inverter-driven direct-drive or EC
versions, the popularity of plug fans has been
rising in recent years.
Instead of being mounted in a scroll casing, these
purpose-designed, free-spinning, backward-curved
centriﬂow impellers can be used directly in the
casing of the AHU. Plug fans offer lower energy
consumption and lower costs compared to
traditional centrifugal fans.
In fact, a typical upgrade from a
double inlet centrifugal fan to an
inverter-driven direct-drive plug fan
will lead to energy savings in the region
of 30% per annum, and payback periods
of less than three years.
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Modern plug fan technology can be used to
signiﬁcantly increase the duty (both the volume and
pressure) of the air being supplied through HVAC
equipment, potentially alleviating the need to install
additional AHUs to serve an increased load. Plug fans
represent a cost-effective way to extend the life of
HVAC plant and improve duty and improve efﬁciency.
By upgrading just the fan, the equipment can become ErP
Directive compliant, and signiﬁcant savings can be made.
“Many of our customers have beneﬁtted from a switch
to plug fans”, says Niall Dowling. “We’ve had great
success in reducing energy use with the integration of
plug fans in existing commercial ventilation systems,
with data logging being used to predict and validate
energy savings.
“Moreover, with operating cost savings and energy
efﬁciency being a key focus, the move to ErP compliant
plug fans can be an ideal solution. Retroﬁtting a plug
fan can reduce energy consumption, electricity load
and CO2 emissions, while also helping businesses to
achieve ISO 50001”.
Contact: Niall Dowling, Service Manager,
Flaktwoods Ireland. Tel: 01 – 463 4600;
Mobile: 086 – 385 1192;
email: niall.dowling@ﬂaktgroup.com Q
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RACGS season well
under way

The RACGS season is now fully under way with two outings
already completed, both of which were extremely well attended. The ﬁrst
was at Carton House where RSL – celebrating 50 years in business – were
the sponsor. Play was on the championship Mark O’Meara course and,
given the challenge it presented, scores were particularly good. Winners
were as follows.
Overall winner:
John Ryan, H15, 34pts.
Class 1 Winner: Brendan
Sharkey, H11, 31pts; Runnerup: Joe Warren, H14, 30pts.
Class 2 Winner: Martin
Baneham, H14, 29pts;
Runner-up: Ger Darcy,
H14, 28pts.
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The second outing, that of the President Joe Warren, was held at Druid’s
Heath, the course immediately beside the 5-star Druid’s Glen hotel and
golf resort. It was RACGS ﬁrst time playing this course and all who
participated were pleasantly surprised by the challenge it presented.
Sponsor was Core Air Conditioning and results were as follows:
Overall winner: Billy Qually, H15, 32pts.
Class 1 Winner: Joe Warren, H12, 32pts;
Runner-up: John Ryan, H12, 31pts
Class 2 Winner: Jack Elstead, H19, 32pts;
Runner-up: John Qually, H20, 32pts
Front Nine Liam Carroll, 17pts. Back Nine Declan Walsh, 16pts. Q

Carton House – Seamus Kerr with Brendan Sharkey winner Class 1.
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Druids Heath – Captain Mark Kiely with John Ryan,
Class 1, runner-up.

Druids Heath – President Joe Warren with overall
winner Billy Qually.

Druids Heath – Captain Mark Kiely with Jack Elstead,
winner, Class 2.
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The Mitsubishi Heavy Industries KX
and KXR series of VRF inverter multisystem air conditioners available
from Diamond Air Conditioning.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries KX systems for
commercial and industrial applications
The KX VRF systems from
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
offer simple and ﬂexible
solutions for commercial
and industrial applications,
with up to 80 indoor units
in a single system. The
systems deliver excellent
performance in cooling
and heating, combined
with a high level of design
ﬂexibility, improved
efﬁciency and enhanced
operational functions.
All KX units have sophisticated
controls incorporating advanced
and innovative technology that
ensures reduced energy
consumption and high efﬁciency
rates. The range starts with
11.2kW cooling capacity (22.4 kW
for heat recovery) with options all
the way up to the largest-capacity
single outdoor unit in the
industry with 68.0kW cooling
capacity. Outdoor units can also
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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be paired together, providing up
to 136.0kW on a single system.
As one of the only air
conditioning manufacturers in the
Irish market, Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries offer a single-fan Mini
VRF outdoor unit ranging from
11.2kW to 15.5kW and a twin-fan
Micro VRF from 22.4kW to
33.5kW cooling capacity. This
makes both series very suitable
for a wide range of applications,
ranging from an individual
apartment to multi-storey
building.
A special feature within the
KXZ 2-pipe range is the newlydesigned variable temperature
capacity control (VTCC) energy
saving function which was
designed by MHI and provides up
to 34% energy savings in both
cooling and heating mode. VTCC
is a function speciﬁcally designed
to maximise energy savings in
partial load conditions
throughout all seasons.
VTCC automatically adjusts the
target pressure of the refrigerant
cycle in the outdoor unit
according to the demand of the
indoor units in partial load
conditions. These smooth

adjustments ensure an optimal
capacity usage of the indoor
units, as well as maximised energy
savings. Ultimately, this also
increases comfort for the user.
For example, in partial load
conditions where there are low
cooling and heating
requirements, VTCC reduces the
compressor frequency and
controls the actuators in the
outdoor unit. Overall, with the
VTCC functionality there will
always be an additional energy
saving of up to 34% (depending
on conﬁguration and usage of
system) in low cooling and
heating load requirements.
On the other hand Mitsubishi
Heavy Industries’ new KXZR heat
recovery unit also incorporates
highly-sophisticated controls with
new energy saving functions. The
new range will be launched
within summer 2017 into the Irish
air conditioning market.
Contact: Michael Clancy
(087 – 262 0701) or
Graham McCann (087 – 950 9402),
Diamond Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 – 636 3131;
email: info@diamondair.ie;
www.diamondair.ie Q
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Energy & Environment Division
plans exciting 2017/2018
programme
• Promote knowledge of engineering;
• Establish and maintain standards
of professional engineering and
engineering education;
• Provide opportunities for continuing
professional development (CPD)
for engineers;
• Maintain standards of professional
ethics and conduct;
• Ensure that professional titles are
granted to qualiﬁed candidates;
• Act as the authoritative voice of the
engineering profession in Ireland.

With over 23,000 members
from every discipline of
engineering, Engineers Ireland
is the voice of the engineering
profession in Ireland. Engineers
Ireland has been representing
the engineering profession
since 1835, making it one
of the oldest and largest
professional bodies in Ireland
writes John Kane, ETS Ireland
and Chairman of the Energy &
Environment Division (above).

Members come from
every discipline of engineering, and
range from engineering students
to fellows of the profession.
Responsibilities of the organisation
include the following:
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
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Within Engineers Ireland there are
12 regional branches, nine engineering
societies and 11 engineering divisions.
The Energy & Environment Division sits
as one of the 11 engineering divisions
and is responsible for dealing with
topics of energy and the environmental
effects of energy production and usage.
It is the role of the Energy &
Environment Division Committee to
promote events that enable the ﬂow of
engineering knowledge, especially by
way of addresses from guest speakers.
These events also provide an excellent
opportunity for attendees to network
in Clyde Road, and for others to join
via the live webcast facility. The result
is a dynamic forum of live interaction
and discussion on topical events, with
our expert speakers, in a professional
environment.
Last year the Division hosted (or
co-hosted) 18 separate events that
ranged from presentations through to

seminars and breakfast brieﬁngs.
Topics included a presentation
from the CEO of the SEAI, the
decarbonisation of Moneypoint power
plant, Passivhaus standards, and Near
Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) to name
but a few. This year the Division hosted
Maria Bailey, TD, Chair of the Housing,
Planning, Community, and Local
Government Committee, at its annual
lunch in Clyde Road on 24 May.
All events, except for the day-long
seminar and annual lunch, are free
and do not require online registration
to attend. There is even free parking
outside Clyde Road up until 10am to
facilitate breakfast brieﬁng attendees.
The Committee contains engineering
professionals from a broad spectrum
of the public and private sector,
including large energy utilities,
semi-conductor and ﬁnancial
multi-nationals, and privately-run
engineering consultancies. The 2017
AGM was held on the 5 May during
which the Committee for next year’s
Engineer’s Ireland season, which
will run from October 2017 to May
2018, was elected.
The Energy & Environment
Division deals with topics that are not
only on the cutting-edge of innovation,
but also crucial to the daily wellbeing of society. As Chairman of the
Energy & Environment Division I very
much look forward to working with
my fellow-committee members to
continue the exceptional work put
in by our predecessors by way of a
programme of leadership events
that will make a difference. Q
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Liebert adiabatic
free-cooling chiller
The Liebert AFC, the world’s
ﬁrst adiabatic free-cooling chiller
from Core Air Conditioning, was
designed to maximise free-cooling
capabilities while delivering
guaranteed availability within the
data centre environment. It delivers
three cooling technologies in one
highly-reliable and efﬁcient unit,
saving businesses up to 30% in
annual energy costs.
The Liebert AFC combines the
exceptional levels of energy
efﬁciency allowed by adiabatic
free-cooling, together with the
endless availability

ﬂuctuating power supplies, water
shortages and extreme external
air temperatures.
“This is genuinely pioneering
technology”, says Steve Wood,
Sales Manager, Core AC. “A
consolidated design and the
integration of new technologies
have led to the most efﬁcient water
cooler in the market, resulting in
partial Power Usage Effectiveness
(pPUE) of 1.08, lower than any
other chilled water system.
In addition, the Liebert AFC

Liebert AFC, the world’s
ﬁrst adiabatic freecooling chiller

guaranteed by
the multi-scroll compressor
back-up. This pioneering diabatic
system enables water evaporation
which lowers the air temperature
entering the free-cooling and
condensing coils, consequently
increasing free-cooling operation
and mechanical efﬁciency.
Moreover, it maximises freecooling all year round while
maintaining 100% cooling
availability, even under the most
critical conditions. These include
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 2017
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provides a signiﬁcant increase
in terms of energy savings when
compared with other efﬁcient
chilled water systems on the
market.
“For example, in a typical
1.4 MW data centre located in
central Europe running at full load,
a free-cooling chiller will consume
in the region of 963,000 kWh of
energy per year, based on current
market offerings.
However, this is signiﬁcantly
reduced to 645,000 kWh over an
annual period with the Liebert
AFC. This reduction in energy
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consumption equates to a cost
saving of almost F50,000 based on
an energy cost of 0.15 e/kW.”
Vertiv is continually striving to
develop data centre solutions for
the future. These are designed
to optimise availability to the
customer in any circumstance, and
this commitment was marked with
the introduction of its dedicated
thermal management business.
Drawing on the combined
experience and industry-leading
knowledge within the thermal
management business, the
Liebert AFC solution seeks to
address the complex requirements
of enterprise-scale and colocation
facilities, in order to reliably
and efﬁciently control and
manage heat.
Mission control
“Over the last few years the data
centre ecosystem has become
mission-critical in supporting major
innovation trends such as cloud
computing, the latent power of
‘big data’, and the exponential
rise of mobile devices”, says Austin
McDermott, Managing Director
of Core AC. “This, in turn, has
made for an increase in operating
temperatures within which IT
infrastructure functions.
“Our latest Liebert AFC adiabatic
free-cooling chiller seeks to address
some of the evolving pressures
around this growing requirement
for heat management. Driven
by our understanding of the
challenges facing our customers,
we are adopting innovative
methods – like the newlyintroduced adiabatic cooling –
to deliver pioneering data
centre solutions.”
Contact: Austin McDermot or
Steve Wood, Core AC.
Tel: 01 - 409 8912;
email: austin@coreac.com;
steve@coreac.com Q
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Emergency Lighting Standard
IS 3217:2013 Amendment
Signiﬁcant changes and
updates are contained in
IS 3217:2013 + Amendment
1:2017 Emergency Lighting,
the newly-revised lighting
standard enacted recently
following consultation
and extensive work by
members of the National
Standards Authority
of Ireland Fire Safety
Standards Committee. Here,
Gearoid McKenna, (below)
the Lighting Association
Ireland representative on
the committee, outlines
the key changes.
IS 3217:2013 was originally published

1989 and the second edition in 2008.
The standard is produced with the

was where most of the amendments

assistance of the National Standards

were made. The committee

Authority of Ireland Fire Safety

completely reviewed this section

Standards Committee that is made up

dealing with cables, wiring systems

of representatives from the following

and circuit requirements. Cabling

– ACEI; OPW; IFE; ECA; AECI; LAI;

options have been added with

EMDA; CFOA; NDFEM; FIAI; HSA and

clear guidance to size of cables,

emergency lighting manufacturers.

survival times and stated applicable

Subsequent to the publishing of

Section 10.2.3: Interconnection of

to meet one year later to review the

Luminaires was added. This section is

standard and discuss any feedback.

about the protection of emergency

There was a considerable amount of

escape lighting within an escape

feedback and queries into various

route where escape lighting is

sections and clauses, most notably

provided by either a single or two or

Section 10 Central Power Systems

more circuits. It details the cabling,

and Clause 8.5.2.2. which deals with

connections to the luminaire, fusing

lift cars and lift shafts. There was also

and junction boxes. Annex K was

some editorial feedback.

added to demonstrate typical wiring

The committee met a number

on 27 December, 2013 further to the
ﬁrst edition which was unveiled in

feedback before producing a draft

arrangements for single and multiple
compartments.
Section.3.3 Joints was amended to

amendment that was then circulated

comply with Section 10.2.3. Details

for public enquiry. At the end of the

of the enclosures with survival times

public enquiry period 40 submitted

of 90 and 60 minutes were added.

comments were collated and each

E90 & E60 enclosures complying with

comment was considered in detail

DIN4102-12 are deemed to meet

by the committee.

these requirements.

The ﬁnal draft amendment, which

These amendments, among others

included requirements in line with

including editorial changes, are now

European standards which had

in IS 3217:2013+A1:2017 which is

been published since the original

available from NSAI.

publication date, was then approved

The next step for IS 3217 is a

by the committee and forwarded to

complete review of the entire

NSAI for approval and publication.

standard which is conducted

The part of the standard dealing

between three and ﬁve years after

with lift cars and lift shafts was

the publication date. The National

amended to include 5 lux minimum

Standards Authority of Ireland Fire

in and around the car. In the pit a

Safety Standards Committee has

minimum of 1 lux is required.

already commenced this process.

Details of the siting of the luminaires

Emergency Lighting edit PF.indd 1

standards.

IS 3217:2013, the committee decided

of times to deliberate on this

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1

Central Power Systems, Section10

were speciﬁed.

Contact: NSAI. Tel: 01 – 807 3800;
email: info@nsai.ie; www.nsai.ie Q
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E.ON has installed a fuel cell
at the Radisson Blu hotel in
Frankfurt that will shortly
generate electricity and heat in
a non-combustion process which
is virtually free of pollutants such
as nitrous oxide or ﬁne dust
particles. Radisson Blu is an
architectural landmark built in
the form of massive disc. With
more than 400 rooms and
suites, it has enormous

Industrial-scale
fuel cell delivers
massive gains
in Frankfurt

energy needs.

Starting in late summer 2017, the
fuel cells will supply about three
gigawatt hours (GWh) of electricity
and two GWh of heat to the hotel.
The highly-efﬁcient technology will
also allow the hotel reduce CO2
emissions by about 600 tons a year,
the equivalent of CO2 emissions from
50,000 cars driving 100 kilometers.
E.ON sees enormous potential
energy savings in the hotel industry
for fuel cells as energy-intensive
processes such as water heating, lighting
and cooling mean a requirement for
substantial amounts of electricity and heat
throughout the entire year. Compared to
ofﬁce buildings, the hotel industry has
relatively high energy costs – on average
between 5% and 10% of total operating
revenue.
FuelCell Energy Solutions have supplied the
fuel cells and monitor the project remotely,
together with E.ON, to help make sure the
system runs as efﬁciently as possible. Q
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1

RadissonBlu Frankfurt edit PF.indd 1

The DAB Pumps innovative E.SYBOX range
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CIBSE YEN
FIVE-A-SIDE
FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT

47

Now in its thirirrd year, the annual CIBBSE
SE YEN ﬁve-a-side football
tournament has bec
eccom
o e ﬁrmly ﬁxed in the
thhe Inst
stititut
utio
ion’
n s calendar of ev
even
ents
ts,, wi
with
th
approximately 50 partici
ciipa
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n s representing seven teams partiticipa
i atiting this year.
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ionn iss one of fu
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thee de
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re to wi
winn soon takes over with some of the games becoming ﬁercelly
coont
ntes
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ted.
d. That sa
said
id,, on
once
ce tea
e ms leave the pitch all the niggles, slights and
individual battles
l s are soon forgotten.
o

Right: Team Hevac/Origen, overall winners of
the CIBSE YEN ﬁve-a-side football tournament
2017, pictured with Derek Duff, C&F Quadrant
(sponsor), Paul Martin, CIBSE Ireland Chairman
and Adam Dent, Tournament Organiser.
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Can you hear me?

MUSINGS

Did you hear the latest? Probably
not, because the noise around here
is deafening. So I discovered when
I unleashed a sound level meter
in our ofﬁce. Between men and
machines, we generated around
60dB. This is well below the
“harmful” level of 85dB, but still a
surprising level of noise for an ofﬁce
environment. With a drill creating
about 95dB, I was surprised to see
trafﬁc on Dublin’s Pearse Street
generates 80dB, which is pretty
close to the “harmful” level.

of

Engineering

Tim

Watch the BCAR go!
Ireland’s BCAR was born out of a
construction boom with the Building
Regulations Certiﬁcation scheme
being a knee-jerk reaction to try to
insert a higher level of quality into
the construction business. It’s been
settling in gradually, with all parties
involved getting to grips with who
does what and when. The haste to
institute the new regime may have
inadvertently side-stepped the
engineering associations’
Washington and Dublin Accords.
These assured equal recognition of
“chartered engineer” status across
the signatory countries but it seems
that BCAR is having trouble
accepting non-Irish chartered
engineers in the new regime. This
surely puts it in breach of
agreements signed up to by
signatories to the Washington and
Dublin accords.
More to follow on this no doubt.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1

Engineering TIm PF.indd 1

childrens hospital projects, and that’s
not counting the many hotels also
under construction. Boom to bust
again?
Last year’s CIBSE Ireland breakfast
brieﬁng with RIAI and CIF heard how
a dampening effect is urgently
needed to smooth out the pendulum
that is Irish construction.
Unfortunately, that effect needs to
be implemented by the Government,
the same Government that has
introduced huge construction
projects into the current boom,
causing the inevitable rise in prices
and a shortage of resources and
skills. Hold on tight, the roller coaster
is moving again and you know how
it will end. You just don’t know the
exact date.

Modular construction

Planners are getting stricter on
new developments, and often
request anticipated noise levels from
proposed plant for new buildings.
We all need to take more heed of
the noise levels that building services
contribute to the environment.
A little more hush, please!!!

It’s quicker, it’s cheaper, it’s much
safer … but it’s not here yet. Why is
that? Modular construction has not
taken off in Ireland so much as
abroad. Is there something the
matter with our procurement
structure or is it down to designer
preference?

Blowing bubbles
Right out of the crisis, Dublin has
literally sprung to life with LUAS
cross/city, Northern Runway and new

Maybe the Irish public is just
not ready for it, let alone the
engineering sector. There’s a public
relations job to be done here, or
maybe just a fantastic market
opportunity.
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Easy
Operation

Long-term
Reliability

DiamondAir
AirConditioning
ConditioningLtd,
Ltd,
Diamond
C5
Bymac
Centre,
Northwest
Business
Park,
For more
more information,
please
visit
www
www.mhiae.com
w
.mhiae.com
C5 Bymac Centre, Northwest Business Park,
Blanchardstown,
Dublin
15.
Tel:01
01––636
636
3131;
call
us on
02
207
0207
025
2772
Blanchardstown,
Dublin
15.
Tel:
3131;
email:
info@diamondair.ie;
or email enquiries@
@mhiae.com
enquiries@mhiae.com
email: info@diamondair.ie;
www.diamondair.ie
www.www.diamondair.ie
*At
*A
At 65°C water supply
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POWER SUPPLY ISSUES?
NOT A CHALLENGE FOR THE PANASONIC GHP SYSTEM!

New ECO G GE3 series - providing eco-friendly heating, cooling and hot water
Ideal when electrical supplies are limited

Generating heating and cooling to meet high DHW demand

With a gas driven compressor that consumes 9% of the power of the ECOi VRF,
the GE series is perfect for projects with limited electrical supply.

The GE series utilises exhaust heat to help produce a constant ﬂow of DHW
which is perfect for hotels and other housing development applications.

Open and ﬂexible design

Continuous heating down to -20°C

The GE series connects to a wide variety of indoor units and controllers from
the ECOi range. A pump down system is also available.

Recovery of waste heat stabilises the heating capacity to eliminate the need for
the defrost process, even at very low temperatures.

PROFESSIONAL

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol56/iss3/1
www.aircon.panasonic.ie
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